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ABSTRACT
A COMPARISON OF PARISER-PARR-POPLE CALCULATIONS ON FURAN 
WITH NDDO CALCULATIONS ON FURAN AND PYRROLE INCLUDING A 
COMPARISON WITH AB INITIO AND OTHER SEMIEMPIRICAL METHODS
by
DONALD RICHAfiD LAND
PPP calculations axe carried out on furan to predict charge 
densities, ionization potentials, orbital energies, and excited state 
energies. Variation of parameters and use of various formulas for reson­
ance and coulomb integrals does not give consistently good excited state 
energies. The relative alpha and beta carbon charges can be predicted 
consistent with chemical evidence by accounting for sigma-core polariza­
tion in a qualitative way. It Is concluded that the method cannot be 
parameterized to give correct results for molecuiles with neteroatoms.
In part II of the research, NDDO calculations are carried out on 
furan and pyrrole. Orbital energies, gross charges, charge migration 
(hybridization), molecular orbital symmetries, dipole moments, bond orders, 
bond populations and ionization potentials are calculated. Various 
results are compared with those from HMO, EHT, CNDO, MINDO, PNDO and ab 
initio methods.
All results (except the ionization potential which is predicted 
poorly) compare favorably with ab initio results and are generally better 
than those of other semiempirical methods. Specifically, charge migration, 
bond population, orbital energy intervals and the bonding properties of 
Individual moleculax orbitals axe predicted in good agreement with ab initio
ix
calculations. Dipole moments are in good agreement with experimental 
values and are better than ab initio values. The relative alpha and beta 
charges are predicted in agreement with chemical evidence and furan is 
predicted to be more diene-like than pyrrole.
The results are encouraging and further work on the parameterization 
of the NDDO method is suggested in order to improve the ionization poten­
tial.
The method is much easier to set up and requires much less computer 




The last 40 years have brought about an extensive amount of quan­
tum-mechanical study on conjugated hydrocarbons, lately Including com­
pounds with heteroatoms, which present special difficulties. The main 
emphasis of these calculations was originally the classification of elec­
tronic spectra since this provided a convenient quantitative calibration 
of theories. Early work included that of Htickel (l), Mulliken (2), (3)» 
Lennard-Jones (4), Coulson (5)» (6), Longuet-Higgins (7) and Wheland (8). 
More recent emphasis has been placed on chemical stability and reactivity, 
classification of reaction types, study of mechanisms and general guides 
to theories and concepts.
All of these earlier calculations, which were based on the pi- 
electron approximation, neglected account of electron-electron interaction 
by any means. Goeppert-Mayer, and Sklar (9)» presented the first attempt 
to obtain quantitative information from quantitative calculations of 
electron-electron interactions in large molecules. Following that, the 
Pariser-Parr theory represented a semiempirical version of the Goeppert- 
Mayer, Sklar treatment, the main goal being the elucidation of electronic 
spectra. The Pariser-Parr theory and the Pople theory, two parallel de­
velopments collectively known as the Pariser-Parr-Pople (PPP) theory, work 
formally within the one-electron approximation, and were developed in order 
to explain spectral transitions. The usual goal was to predict new spec­
tra or provide theoretical help in the interpretation and classification 
of spectra, but rarely to explain or understand spectra. Ruedenberg (10),
2in I96I published a summary and systemization of the pi-electron approxi­
mation. However, the full implications of the theory and the semiempirical 
approximations were very often misinterpreted, a fact that led many chem­
ists to a misunderstanding of the real quantum basis of chemistry. At 
the same time, because of the convenience of the PPP approximations, 
valence-bond theory began losing its impact, but still had some appeal 
in its basic simplicity and the fact that it led to the concept of reson­
ance structures.
In any case, the majority of work in the last 40 years on conju­
gated hydrocarbons has been toward the development of methods, including 
studies of the level of approximation that is appropriate for obtaining 
useful agreement with experimental results, as well as means of deter­
mining values of the integrals involved. Less of the work has been done 
for the purpose of obtaining immediate and useful results.
In developing a useful molecular orbital theory, one begins with 
the self-consistent method of Hartree (18) by assuming that any electron 
in an N-electron field moves in a potential field provided by the other 
N-l electrons. The total N-electron wave function is written as a simple 
product of molecular spinorbitals.
An extension of the Hartree method by Fock (19) begins by re­
placing the simple product wave function by an antisymmetrized product 
and applying the variation principle to the corresponding energy expres­
sion. In applying the variation principle, one is led to a set of op­
timized molecular orbitals by varying the contribution from each one 
electron function,Ifo , until the energy is minimized. One then obtains 
the best many-electron wave function in the form of a single determinant 
of orbitals.
3The optimized orbitals are generated by the one-electron Hartree- 
Fock hamiltonian operator, F
F~ ^  S  ¥ i
where ■ a one electron spatial function
a set of Lagrangian multipliers .
2-^'Kg) 0-0
1
The terms in F can be interpreted as followsi Hcor® is the one-electron 
hamiltonian for a single electron moving in the field of bare nuclei} Jj, 
the coulomb operator, is the potential due to the other electron in the 
same molecular orbital , therefore 2 Jj is the average potential of the 
two electrons in the orbital j Kj, the exchange operator, has no 
physical interpretation but arises as a mathematical consequence of the 
antisymmetrization of the total wave function.
Equation (l-l) differs from an ordinary one-electron wave equa­
tion in that the set of solutions, , are not unique. However, those
solutions can be made unique by applying a unitary transformation which 
will diagonalize the m a t r i x A p p l i c a t i o n  of the same transformation 
to the orbitals, f t  , will bring eq. (l-l) into a form analogous to the 
standard eigenvalue problem
Fti - £; C i-2-)
These are known as the Hartree-Fock equations, a set of coupled non-linear 
integrodifferential equations which are usually solved by guessing a suit­
able first approximation to , Since the operators depend on
, a first approximation to F is calculated whose eigenfunctions con­
stitute a second trial set. Thus, one proceeds by iteration until the
4change in the orbitals is within a given tolerance. This final set of 
orbitals is then said to be self consistent with the potential field they 
generate and the procedure is called the self-consistent field method.
The eigenvalues of the Hartree-Fock operator are given by
f
and these axe called the orbital energies.
Direct solutions to the Hartree-Fock equations for other than very 
small systems is difficult and impractical and approximate methods are 
required.
In 1951 Roothaan (ll) presented a compact mathematical framework 
for the M.O. method, rasing an approach which avoids the numerical integra­
tions. This approach, based in part on approximating the Hartree-Fock 
orbitals with linear combinations of atomic orbitals (L.C.A.O.), has been 
the most widely used to date.
Each Hartree-Fock orbital is expanded in terms of an atomic orb­
ital basis set
=• 2L C m *  A  ( ' - « )
where the A  are atomic functions.
The accuracy of the M.O. depends upon the size of the basis set used.
By substituting the LGAO expression (eq. 1-4) into the Hartree- 
Fock equations and optimizing the coefficients, , one is led to the
matrix representation of the Hartree-Fock equations.
iF<Cj (/-S)
These equations, called the Roothaan equations, differ from the 
Hartree-Fock equations in that they are algebraic, rather than integro-
5differential equations. Since the operator F depends upon the coeffi­
cients, one has, again, a nonlinear set of equations which require 
iterative solution: an initial^ is guessed, and one proceeds until the 
solutions are self-consistent with respect to the . The N lowest 
roots are assumed to be the N lowest energy levels which are occupied 
by 2 N electrons and describe the ground state of the molecule. The re­
maining solutions, i.e., the virtual orbitals, may be used to construct 
excited state configurations.
Approximate M.O. Theory
Calculations based on the Roothaan equations without further 
approximation are referred to as ab initio calculations. Because ab 
Initio calculations involve the evaluation of many difficult integrals 
which makes the procedure unwieldy, a more approximate approach is gen­
erally used which avoids the evaluation of many of these and makes use 
of experimental data in evaluating others. With the incorporation of 
experimental data, the method becomes semiempirical in nature, with the 
consequence that molecular properties are no longer totally derived from 
the basic principles of quantum mechanics but correlate with experimental 
data on atomic and molecular systems.
The most difficult and time consuming part of any molecular elec­
tronic calculation is the evaluation of the many electron repulsion inte­
grals, many of which have values near zero, especially those involving 
the overlap distribution where (the number in
parentheses is an arbitrary electron label). Therefore, an approximation 
called zero-differential-overlap (ZDO) is used for the systematic neglect 
of certain integrals involving overlap distributions which are assumed to 
be small. y i
6thus, ( > * /  I**'} ’  
where ( s u v / a r - )
Smi> - 1 '*r/t = 4'' ° :P M' * 1>
The core integrals, H m *  * ( * > i  H  <P«  ^ ) ^®are not neglected,
but axe usually treated semiempirically.
Various levels of approximate M.O. theory differ by the extent 
to which the ZDO approximation is applied to the coulomb repulsion inte­
grals.
Nearly all methods using approximate M.O. theory can be divided 
into two classes:
1) Those based on the pi electron approximation (See Section II-A)
2) Those involving all the valence electrons (Section II-D)
Methods in Glass 1 include the Hflckel M.O. method (l), the Goep-
pert-Mayer-Sklar method (9) and the Pariser-Parr-Pople method (which also 
involves extensive ZDO) (See Section II).
Calculations in Glass 2 axe exemplified by the extended Hflckel 
method and, more recently, by the CNDO, INDO and NDDO methods (Section 
II).
All methods based on approximate M.O, theory have defects to some 
extent, especially those based on the pi-electron approximation. These 
defects axe especially serious when dealing with molecules that contain 
heteroatoms.
In the calculation of ground-state properties of heteromolecules, 
the problem of theoretical prediction of reactivity as related to the 
relative charges on the carbon atoms has received some attention.
7We consider the example of the furan molecule. The results of 
Morris and Pilar (l3)» strongly suggest that the oxygen atom in furan does 
not contribute strongly to the pi-electronic structure and furthermore 
suggests the very pronounced diene character of furan as opposed to that 
of thiophene and pyrrole. In further work by Pilar and Morris (1*0, at­
tempts were made to establish the carbon oxygen resonance integral value 
in furan. These authors point out that all previous calculations have 
used values of the resonance integral, , which lead to a pi-electronic 
structure in which the oxygen atom of furan is an important contributor 
in the so-called aromatic sextet, i.e., the carbon-oxygen mobile bond 
order is appreciably greater than zero and the total electronic charge 
density on the oxygen atom is considerably less than 2, They further 
point out that purely chemical evidence, on the other hand, shows that 
the diene nature of furan as evidenced in the Diels-Alder reaction is 
very pronounced, a fact not easily explained by calculations which lead 
to extensive participation of the oxygen atom in the conjugated system of 
furan.
The research described in this thesis has been done essentially 
in two parts:
1) PPP calculations on the furan molecule
2) NDDO calculations on furan and pyrrole
The first part was done to determine whether the PPP method could be 
parameterized to reproduce ground-state properties and excited-state 
energies with particular interest in the relative charge densities at the 
(X and ^  positions in furan, and in the extent of participation of oxygen 
in the aromatic sextet.
Extensive literature, as well as our own results using the PPP 
method, began to show very clearly many of its inadequacies. A method
8was devised to account for sigma-core polarization in a qualitative way 
(59) with some success, but the results were generally discouraging.
Consequently, our attention was directed to all-electron methods. 
Calculations on furan and pyrrole were done using the least approximate 
of all semiempirical all-electron methods developed to date, the NDDO 
method. Many ground-state properties were calculated by this method, 
again with particular interest in the reactivity of furan as related to 
the relative^ and charge densities and the relative diene nature of 
furan. Also of prime interest was the NDDO method itself, a virtually 
untried method, and the question whether all electron ab initio results 
on furan and pyrrole could be reproduced. The NDDO results are encour­
aging and good agreement with experimental and ab initio results is ob­
tained .
The NDDO method is relatively difficult to set up (compared to 
more approximate schemes) and only one calculation (on C^ Hr,*) haws been 
reported to date (69).
9CHAPTER II 
HISTORY - THE THESIS IN PERSPECTIVE
A, The PI-Electron Approximation 
The pi-electron approximation, originally introduced by Htickel 
(l)f is one in which the unsaturation or pi electrons are treated apart 
from the rest, the latter being manifest only in the effective core in the 
field of which the pi electrons move. The pi electrons axe assumed to be 
of higher energy than the sigma electrons. Consequently, the sigma elec­
trons are assumed not to be strongly involved in chemical reactions un­
less bond fission occurs. This separation of electrons at the quantum- 
mechanical level is usually regarded as consistent with the association 
made by organic chemists between mobile electrons and the chemical proper­
ties of conjugated molecules. The effects of the sigma electrons are ac­
counted for in the core part of the pi-electron hamiltonian operator.
the hydrogen atoms. One is then left with a p^ orbital on each carbon 
from which carbon-carbon bonds may be formed. These acre the so-called pi 
bonds and the corresponding orbitals are called pi orbitals, the wave 
functions being built ftom atomic 2p orbitals. More formally, the con­
ditions under which the electrons can be ascribed to two different sets 
are called the sigma-pi separability conditions (21), (22), (23)i
The underlying planar structure in conjugated systems can be de-
2
scribed using sp hybrid orbitals on the carbon atoms and s orbitals on
a. The wave function has the form <$> “L&
where 2  and 7V  are antl-symraetrized functions 
describing the so-called sigma and pi electrons 
respectively, and the outer brackets connote anti-
10
symmetrization with respect to sigma-pi exchange
b. 2 ,  . T T ,  and is each normalized to unity.
c.>, , '  , and is each well behaved.
These conditions are considered to be sufficient to validate the customary 
procedure in which the pi electrons are treated apart from the rest. It 
must be kept in mind however, that these conditions may or may not be sat­
isfied by an actual exact wave function for an actual molecular state.
Thus, the pi-electron approximation is that in which the wave functions 
for some set of molecular states satisfy the separability conditions with 
the same sigma wave function for all states in the set. That is, no 
allowance is made in conventional treatments for adjustment of the sigma 
core to the motions of the pi electrons} this is unfortunate, particularly 
in calculations of excited-state properties.
The study of pi-electron systems constitutes an important part of 
the history of quantum chemistry. It was only four years after the class­
ical work by Heitler and London (20) on the hydrogen molecule that Hflckel 
advanced his method for handling pi-electron systems, and it has been 
used widely ever since. The work by Goeppert-Mayer and Sklar (9) repre­
sented a milestone in the evolution of pi electron theory in that an at­
tempt was made to consider explicitly the interactions between pi electrons 
as well as the effect of other electrons on the pi electrons (25).
Several other advances have been made within the framework of 
the pi electron approximation. An expansion of Ldwdin's alternate molecu­
lar orbital treatment was done by deHeer and Pauncz (26), and Orloff and 
Fitts (27), studied a Hflckel-like technique for handling heteroatoms.
Also, much literature now exists that deals with nuclear and electronic 
paramagnetic properties within the pi-electron framework. Almost all of
11
the properties which depend upon conjugation in the unsaturated molecule 
are ascribed to the pi electrons. These properties include the ultra 
violet spectrum, resonance energy, variation in bond order and electron 
density distribution, chemical reactivity and diamagnetic anisotropy.
B. Pi Electron Methods
1. The Hflckel Molecular Orbital (HMO) Method (l)
The HMO method is a solution to Roothaan's equations obtained by 
guessing f v  (Hartree-Fock pi-electron Hamiltonian) and making other 
simplifying assumptions; the results acre presented in terms of so-called 
coulomb and resonance integrals cA and ^  respectively. The theory is 
most concisely described in terms of three underlying assumptions. First, 
the pi electron Hamiltonian is represented by a sum of effective Hamil-
The second assumption is the incorporation of the LCAO method. The 
third and most crucial assumption pertains to the evaluation of the over­
lap integrals and effective Hamiltonian matrix elements, i.e. - S e i
There are several disadvantages in the Httckel method; some of 
these are:
1, The parameter values required to fit one property 
differ from those required to fit another - which
tonians. cff
Where H®*^ is some operator that incorporates the 
effects of electron-repulsion terms in some average
way, leading to a series of one-electron equations.
and OCis an empirical atomic property equal to H * ^  while /3 is an
PP '
empirical bond property equal to HS£f
12
should not be for a semi-quantitative theory based 
on Internally consistent mathematics.
2. With this independent-particle model it is not 
possible to describe the singlet-triplet splitting 
arising from the same electron configuration.
3. The total electronic energy is usually written as
the sum of orbital energies} formally, one should
subtract the average interelectronic repulsions and 
add the total internuclear repulsions.
U. The assumption that the matrix elements and
are irdependent of the rest of the molecule is hard to
justify.
5, Finally, the derivation of the Hflckel equations fails 
to give any clear idea of the nature of the approxima­
tions on which the method rests.
All of these defects are connected with the difficulty of giving a precise 
definition to the one-electron Hamiltonian. The HMO method, in spite of 
its Inherent defects, has enjoyed a startling amount of success and numer­
ous treatises have been written which represent in one way or another 
attempts to explain its success. Most explanations have been lumped into 
the conclusion that somehow the effects of electron repulsion are included 
in the choice of parameters (except for alternant hydrocarbons, in which 
case the success of the method is largely topological in nature).
2. The Goeppert-Mayer-Sklar Method (9)
The GMS method at first sight seems to be much different from the 
Htlckel method. Here, the full pi-electron operator is employed and the 
LCAO approximation is used. The significant point about the GMS method
13
is that it does include the effects of electron repulsion. However, the 
method does not work very well, and the problems are several*
1, Although singlet-triplet separations are qualitatively
accounted for, they tend to come out too large,
2, There are very many integrals generated by the method 
and they are difficult to compute. For a molecule con­
taining N pi orbitals, approximately N^/g integrals are 
generated.
3, The GMS method attempts to predict results with a simple 
model. It lacks any sort of empirical calibrationj that 
is, one can criticize the use of a purely theoretical 
core Hamiltonian,
The GMS elucidation of the core Hamiltonian was carried out by use 
of the following assumptionsi
a. The hydrogen nuclei are assumed to be completely screened 
by the surrounding electron distribution and thus their 
contribution to Hcore is neglected.
b. Contribution of the nuclei and their sigma electrons to the 
total potential field is approximated as the potential of 
the carbon atoms in their sp^ valence state, less the 
charge distribution of an electron in a pi orbital, for 
each carbon atom.
c. Sigma-pi exchange effects are neglected.
The GMS calculations represented a milestone as the first MO cal­
culation on benzene that employed antisymmetrized wave functions and a 
Hamiltonian operator of the proper form.
14
3. The Pariser-Parr-Pople Method (44) (50)
The Pariser-Parr-Pople method is a semi-empirical simplification 
of the Roothaan method. The Pariser-Parr and the Pople methods differ 
only in a few details. Pople's method is based on the Roothaan formula­
tion of the Hartree-Fock equations for pi-electron systems. Pople eluci­
dates the core Hamiltonian in much the same way as GMS do but eliminates 
all two-electron integrals having more than two centers by a suitable 
approximation. The Pariser-Parr method also begins with the GMS core 
Hamiltonian but makes no use of the Hartree-Fock method. Many two-electron 
integrals are removed by the same approximation as used by Pople, The re­
maining integrals are treated as semi-empirical parameters.
The original version of the Pariser-Parr-Pople theory was designed 
for planar unsturated hydrocarbons and their derivatives and assumes 
that (42a)i
a. Each center contributes only one pi electron. (Pople extended 
this to include heteroatoms contributing more than one pi 
electron)
b. The overlap Integral is neglected for orbitals on differ­
ent centers, i.e.
c. The sigma system is treated as a non-polarizable core 
and its effect is included in Hcore.
- T + L W  +  ? • « - > ?
T is the kinetic energy operator,
U is the potential of a carbon (or hetero) atom deprived 
of its pi electron described by the atomic orbital ^  ,




d. The potential of an atom contributing one pi electron 
to the system is replaced by the potential of a neutral 
atom and an average electronic potential (GMS).
Ur = Ur -JK*>
e. The atomic orbitals ? r  are assumed to be eigenfunctions 
of an appropriate one electron Hamiltonian (GMS).
( T >  U r )  A  = Wr/*~
Where is an atomic valence state potential
f. The resonance integral is zero for non-nearest neigh­
bors.
unless and "2^  are 
1 nearest neighbors
g. The zero-differential overlap assumption is used for 
electronic repulsion integrals.
£ M- v fa * £/tt ^  &ACP S***
The basic quantities in the Pariser-Parr-Pople method are
W>c - taken as the valence state ionization potential, 
of a 2p electron 
(S - chosen empirically
- 1. calculated theoretically
2. Set equal to I-A
- 1, calculated theoretically or,
2. calculated by the uniform sphere approxima­
tion and the Pariser-Parr quadratic approx­
imation.
(ih/fc/u) - 1, Calculated theoretically or,
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2, Calculated using the Pariser-Parr quadratic 
approximation,
- the number of pi electrons donated by atom to 
the conjugated system, 
the distance between atoms /c and iJ .
C. Problems with the Pi Electron Method (22), (30), (21), (29)
Two problems with the pi electron approximation according to 
Lykos and Parr are (21)i
1. The wave function used in the sigma-pi separation does 
not admit bonds between sigma and pi electrons.
2, There is a problem with calculation of vertical ionization 
potentials of unsaturated moleculesj i.e. the Hamiltonian 
operator Hcore is supposed to be the same for molecule and 
ion, and recent semi-empirical calculations of ionization 
potentials using this assumption give values which are too 
high. In the atomic case, good results have been obtained 
using this approximation, supposedly only because of the 
mutual cancellation of two opposing effects: the greater
correlation energy in the atom because of more electrons, 
and the reorganization of the electronic sub-structure of 
the atom upon ionization. In molecular treatments the 
correlation effect is taken into account in the choice of 
integral values. It, therefore, seems reasonable that the 
adjustment of the core should be brought in tooj that is, 
one should pass to the pi electron approximation with ad­
justable core.
The value of molecular orbital calculations would be greatly in-
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creased If these more approximate treatments could be extended to all 
valence electrons rather than just to pi electrons (29). Such an advance 
would permit a full treatment of sigma and pi electrons in planar mole­
cules and application of the theory to the great range of molecules 
where sigma-pi separation is not relevant. An early approach to problems 
of this sort was made with extended Hftckel methods, treating electrons 
independently; but these have disadvantages similar to those possessed 
by the pi-electron version when applied to non-uniform electron distri­
butions. Another problem with the pi-electron method is that it cannot 
be applied to many problems concerning the behavior of unconjugated 
molecules, e.g., conformational equilibria and steric hindrance (30).
In view of the unexpected success of pi calculations in other areas, it 
seems reasonable to hope that an analogous treatment of sigma electrons 
might prove equally successful.
More direct evidence against the basic assumptions of sigma-pi 
separability comes from the relative positions of sigma and pi orbitals 
obtained in all-electron SCF ab initio calculations. Glementi (31), in 
ground state calculations of pyrrole, shows that the 4a^ sigma orbital 
(constructed mainly from 2s atomic orbitals on C and N) has maximum 
density at N, envelopes the molecule and is polarized. The lowest pi 
MO, rtq, has a very similar charge distribution and is analogous to the 
4a-j_. This leads to questioning the validity of the idea that pi electrons 
are much more delocalized than sigma electrons. The 4a^ and lb^ are very 
similar in character. Also, the lb^ pi MO is deep in the sigma MOs, 
Further evidence refuting the rigid core is obtained from the fact that 
charge transfer acts in two ways s nitrogen is a pi donor and a sigma 
acceptor when charges on nitrogen in the molecule are compared to nitrogen
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as a separata atom. This two-way charge transfer brings about the problem 
of how reasonable are charge distributions with the pi electron approxi­
mation when on® assumes, in general, an undistorted core of sigma elec­
trons. Prom the carbon and hydrogen atoms we have only one-way charge 
transfer5 that is, carbon atoms are both sigma and pi acceptors whereas 
the hydrogens are sigma donors. This reflects partly the problem with 
heteroatoms, i.e., nitrogen is the only atom in the pyrrole system that 
has two-way charge transfer.
In the PPP method, the effect of sigma electrons is accounted for 
by changing the value of primarily one coulomb repulsion integral! namely, 
the (ll/ll), which determines the occurrence of ionic structures in a 
neutral molecule. One way of adjusting sigma electrons is to assign empi­
rical values to the coulomb repulsion and the coulomb penetration integrals, 
these values being obtained from the valence state ionization potential 
and electron affinity of atoms. This adjustment is equivalent to enhancing 
ionic structures in the valence-bond method. In spite of the success of 
the pi electron approximation in many cases, there remains the question 
whether the sigma-pi separability conditions axe actually fulfilled, 
Recently, some doubt was raised in connection with this question by Mos- 
kowitz (32), (33). It has become obvious that sigma orbitals sire embedded 
between pi orbitals in ring systems. In addition, it seems unlikely now 
that charge distributions and dipole moments calculated in the pi-elec­
tron approximation may be interpreted as being due to pi electrons only.
Other calculations by Veillard and Berthier (3 )^» Diercksen (35), 
Preuss (36), and dementi (37), indicate that there Is an Implicit influ­
ence of the sigma electrons that is difficult to predict. Pi electron 
theory is based on the assumption that there exists an energy gap between
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sigma and pi orbitals so that the motion of pi electrons would not influ­
ence the sigma electrons very much. Ohno (38), and Goulson (39)» calcu­
lated the electron density in benzene in the plane .35 angstroms above 
the molecular plane. This was done for sigma and pi electrons separately 
and the results compared. An overlap of sigma and pi charge clouds was 
found, adding further to doubts of the validity of the pi-electron approx­
imation. Altman in 1952 ( 0^), made a calculation on CgH^ without the sigma- 
pl separation. It was concluded that the pi electron approximation was 
not satisfied and that sigma-pi resonance is particularly important in 
excited states. However Moser (^ l), and Ross ( 2^), found the opposite; 
that is, the effect of sigma excitations is small.
However, all these investigations have been carried out on simple 
molecules. The sigma-pi configuration interaction would become more im­
portant when the number of atoms in the system becomes large. This means 
the sigma pi separation is more doubtful for larger molecules. The sound­
ness of the pi-electron approximation which has been generally accepted 
and has proved to be so useful in organic chemistry, remains to be justi­
fied theoretically.
D. Inclusion of Sigma Electrons - All Electron Methods
The inclusion of sigma electrons in MO treatments admittedly pre­
sents many problems. First, there is the sheer magnitude of the calcula­
tions. Secondly, MQs are three dimensional and no longer have the sym­
metry of those in a pi system. Thirdly, in the simple Pople SGF-MO 
treatment, there is the problem of invariance in the choice of coordinate 
axes. And finally, there is the problem of predicting molecular geometry. 
Consequently, calculations employing all electrons have only during the 
last several years been attempted in a serious manner, and have not as yet
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been developed to the degree of reliability and usefulness seen with pi- 
electron calculations. Several approaches of this type will be considered 
in order. These arei the Extended Hflckel method, the CNDO method, the
PNDO method, the INDO method, the MINDO method and the NDDO method.
1, Hoffmann*s Extended Hflckel Method - A 
Synthesis of the HMO and GMS Methods (43b)
The basic assumptions in Hoffmann*s method are (42a)t
1,, All valence electrons axe treated explicitly. Only the 
Is electrons (except for hydrogen and helium) are con­
tained in the core.
2. All overlap Integrals are calculated.
3. The Hamiltonian remains undefined; its diagonal matrix 
elements are considered as semi-empirical quantities,
hZ  - ^
4. The non-diagonal elements are approximated according to 
a modified Mulliken integral approximation (43).
The basic quantities are:
5 m V ~ calculated theoretically with Slater-type orbitals 
o(m . - empirical valence state ionization potential 
ft - the Holfsberg-Helmholtz parameter, chosen as 1.75 
In spite of many weak points of the Hxtended Hflckel Theory, such as re­
quiring a different parameter choice for excitation energies and total 
ground state energy, overemphasis of steric repulsions or difficulty in 
predicting polarization effects, the work has had considerable successes 
in some areas. The final breakdown of long believed pi-electron-theory
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assumptions was the discovery that sigma electron levels may be embedded 
between pi electron levels in benzene.
2. Complete Neglect of Differential Overlap,
The CNDO Approximation (29)
A second approach to the inclusion of sigma electrons is Pople's 
CNDO method. In the CNDO approximation, we assume all orbitals to be 
spherically symmetrical in calculating electron repulsion integrals; no 
distinction is made between 2s and 2p orbitals, and all interactions be­
tween two atomic centers are neglected - probably the most severe approxi­
mation in the method.
The basic CNDO assumptions are (42a):
1, All valence electrons (excluding Is electrons for all 
atoms except hydrogen) which are part of the carbon or 
heteroatom core are treated explicitly.
2. Consistent with the ZDO approximation, the overlap inte­
grals are defined by
3. The Hamiltonian operator is given as
where and UB Eire the effective potentials
resulting from atoms A and 3.
4. The core integrals are given by
where and f) belong to the same atom.
The case where /A and l) sure on different atoms is treated 
in section 7 (below).
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5. The ZDO assumption for the interaction of electronic charge 
distributions on atom A with the core of atom B is adopted. 
Also the integrals are independent of the kind of orbitals, 
depending only on the nature of atoms A and B (see section 
IV for a full description),
J V ^  U s  £ ,  J v  - - 0 »B S m *  A  e / ?
6, Under the above simplifications and^G^^/Ay on the 
same atom A) may be written as
©Cm - U a u
^M.V ~ °
7. For /A. t 1) on different atoms A and B, it is assumed
where fs^is dependent only on the nature of 
atoms A and B,
8, The ZDO assumption is adopted for electronic interaction 
integrals.
The basic CNDO quantities are:
3/tt< - calculated theoretically
— calculated theoretically.
where S^(r) is a 2s orbital for electron r centered 
on atom A,
y* r * X- ©'"Ctl '^2', calculated theoretically, 
r^ $ p CO A*?i —  calculated theoretically.
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- taken from observed atomic energy data
- X m . - W A  -t
-  ( X . -  o « )  -  W .  c W i
M P i  are bonding parameters chosen empirically to give the 
best overall fit with accurate LCAO calculations on diatomic 
molecules,
3. The Neglect of Diatomic Differential Overlap,
The NDDO Approximation (29)
Pople's second approximation, the NDDO, solves the problem in a 
more complicated way by retaining all 3 and 4 orbital integrals, in which 
the overlap is between the atomic orbitals of the same atom.
The basic NDDO assumptions axe (42a)»
1. Same as CNDO assumption 1
2. Same as CNDO assumption 2
3. Same as CNDO assumption 3
4. The core integrals are divided into two categories given 
by the condition that/At and ZS belong to the same atom A 
or not. In the first case, all integrals axe treated 
explicitly.
J  u„ iv - W a V
5. The same assumption is made for the interaction of elec­
tronic charge distributions on atom A with the core of 
atom B (nuclear attraction integrals).
^ X*/ ^ jUtl/€ f)
6. Under these assumptions^^ and^^with/**- %t) on the
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same atom may "be written as 
cAyU = VJ/U/*. - U j U t B
DWn
I%MV * M m v  - 2 L  0
7. The same as CNDO assumption 7.
8. All two-electron integrals which depend on the overlapping
charge densities of basic orbitals on different atoms are 
neglected.
( /%C <7p) -  (t* v f y r f  9 S* »
The basic quantities and details of the method will be discussed in sec­
tion IV B.
Most of the published calculations in this field have so far made 
use of the CNDO approximation. The NDDO model is much more complicated 
and only one calculation of this kind has as yet been reported (69).
A further simplification of the NDDO method was introduced by Dewar (30), 
called the Partial Neglect of Differential Overlap (PNDO) approximation. 
This approximation represents a great simplification in comparison with 
the full NDDO treatment since the repulsion integrals appearing in it 
can all be expressed in terms of simple two-orbital, two-center atomic 
integrals of the type (II, KK),
4-. Intermediate Neglect of Differential Overlap,
The INDO Approximation (66)
This third set of assumptions was introduced by Pople after the 
CNDO and NDDO methods and is intermediate in complexity between the two. 
The basic assumptions in the INDO method are (4-2a):
1. Same as CNDO assumption 1
2. Same as CNDO assumption 2
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3. Sam* as CNDO assumption 3
4. Th* diagonal cor* matrix *l*m*nts are calculated by sep­
arating th* interactions of th* ^  centered on atom A with 
th* cor* of A and with th* other atomic cores.
°(/ul = W u A  '
B#n
5. Th* non-diagonal *l*m*nts j^^pith on th* sam* atom
6. Th* two-c*nt*r cor* matrix elements ar* treated as in th* 
CNDO method
( W  • i ( n  *!*:)£*
7. Th* two, thr** and four-c*nt*r integrals ar* set equal to 
zero unless/* -> and ^  « O' , All on*-c*nt*r integrals 
ar* r*tain*d.
(MftTJc/***!)- & f t S / > c & 6 P  #<"***
Th* basic quantities ar*t





F° is evaluated from Slater type orbitals as in th* CNDO 
2 1
method. F and G ar* determined semiempirically to fit 
atomic experimental data.
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5. Modified INDO Method (MINDO) (79)
This method was introduced by Dewar, and is parameterized mainly 
to reproduce experimental heats of formation. This modification of the 
INDO method consists oft
1. empirical evaluation of electron-repulsion integrals
2. the use of valence-state ionization potentials to compute 
the core integral terms Uss and Upp
3. A modified equation for the off-diagonal Hrs term
**■. The core-core repulsions that are set equal to the electron- 
electron repulsions
The preceding brief comparison of approximations dealing with the 
inclusion of sigma electrons should bring into perspective that point to 
which the thesis next addresses itself, namely PPP calculations and the 
NDDO calculations on the furan and pyrrole molecules.
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CHAPTER III
PARISER-PARR-POPLE CALCULATIONS ON FURAN - A SUMMARY OF 
THE CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section the PPP calculations which were done previous to 
the NDDO calculations are briefly described. The results of various 
attempts to vary parameters and to account for qualitative sigma core 
polarization are summarized.
The calculations are based ont
1. The equations of Pariser and Parr (50), and Pople (4 )^, 
using the zero-differential overlap approximation.
2. Various formulas for the basic quantities, namely the
, and the two-center electron
repulsion integrals Oab,
3. The use of configuration interaction for the calculation 
of singlet excited-state energies,
k. Various attempts to account for sigma-core polarization in 
a qualitative way.
Initially, calculations were carried out in order to reproduce 
the results of Orloff and Fitts (52), who carried out semiempirical 
LCAO MO calculations for furan. Consequently, the method used here 
parallels the method used by Orloff and Fitts and subsequent variations 
from their procedure will be described,
1. Pariser-Parr-Pople Equations
The derivation of the PPP equations for the Hartree-Fock operator 
matrix elements can be found in much of the literature} only the final 
equations are shown herei
resonance integrals,
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+  ' i  >*.« + ^
M « | 5 r t  * /»« -
where S<*>r is an empirical parameter which 
measures the difference in ionization poten­
tial between the atom r of the molecule under 
discussion and a carbon atom in an alternate 
hydrocarbon i
= CcJr~ COc. £c O ' * )
R and R are elements of the first-order rr rs
density matrix and are equal to ~ the atomic 
charge densities and the mobile bond orders, 
respectively;
Zs is the number of electrons formally donated 
to the conjugated system by atom S;
are the coulomb repulsion integrals; 
rs are the resonance integrals.
2 . Formulas for and $
Two formulas were considered for calculation of the resonance 
integrals
1. The Pariser-Parr formula (50)
2. The Ohno formula (53)
Prs - k( ~
where K is an empirical constant, d ^  is the
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bond distance, N is the number of electrons 
contributed to the 77* system.
Three formulas were considered for calculating the two-center electron- 
repulsion integrals
1. The Pariser-Parr formulation (50)
tffS ; ft 4rs + 8 <i«
where A & B axe constants
2. The Ohno formula (53) (
^ rx , p ?  *  y  +  !) J  C $ ~ c)
3. The Mataga-Nishimoto formula (5*0
$fs - ( d  rs + ^ 0
O - r '  , . ( X r - f l r J  ‘
Two quantities above, namely, the carbon-oxygen heteroatomic resonance 
integral and the electronegativity differenced*^ were considered as 
variable parameters in the calculations. Many experiments were run in 
which these parameters were varied over a given range in order to compare 
reaalts. is generally written as a function of ^ cc,‘
- J i  (S e c|3co
There has been much discussion as to what reasonable values for jfc. 
should be (13)* (1*0. Orloff and Fitts (52), used the value of 1.1 for 2^. 
which was taken from the value determined by Brown and Coller (55). 
Further, Orloff and Fitts used the value of -14,0 electron volts for S w .  
This result is based on a calculation using several values for this
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parameter and comparing the calculated and experimental Ionization poten­
tial which corresponds to the removal of a pi electron from the highest 
filled molecular orbital. The experimental ionization potential for 
furan is obtained from Price and Walsh (56). Using a value of -9.50 for 
Cidc. from Hush and Pople (57) i required that be 23.5 electron volts.
The remaining basic quantity to be determined is the one-center electron 
repulsion integral ^rr. These are obtained from Paoloni's formula (58).
( 3 - 1 )
where the effective charge,
is determined from Slater's rulesi
eff _ n  C
2:r - '*vr
3. Configuration Interaction (52)
The excited state wave functions of the molecule are constructed 
by promoting electrons from the higher occupied orbitals of the ground 
state to the lower unoccupied, or virtual., orbitals. Configuration 
interaction is then introduced by allowing certain of these excited con­
figurations to mix with one another. The doubly-filled molecular orbitals
are designated by A,B,C,----- , in order of descending energy; the virtual
1 1 1orbitals are designated A ,B , C ,----- , in order of ascending energy.
The singlet state and triplet state wave functions for the configuration 
characterized by an electron transfer from a molecular orbital P to a vir­
tual orbital q} are ^(PQ^) and (^PQ,^ ), respectively. The energies for the 
pi electron system relative to the ground state corresponding to ^'^(P-Q’*')
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are given by
( \ i )  (  Q - p /
where H Is the total Hamiltonian, and
2
the upper and lower figures in (^ ) 
refer to singlet and triplet states,
respectively.
^  ab.is the matrix of electron repulsion integrals
Sigma Gore Polarization
In equation (3-1) there is the term
5 ^ ,  ( z & j * &Vs
which, if eliminated, can lead to a qualitative account of sigma core 
polarization as has been discussed by Land and Pilar (59)» (60), (64). 
The effects of sigma core polarization, as obtained by setting this term 
(above) to zero, are important with respect to three problems!
by chemical intuition, or whether q^ >  q^ as is supported 
by all previous theoretical calculations.
2. The correct ground state configuration of furan,
3. The symmetries of excited states both before and after 
configuration interaction.
With respect to the first problem, i.e., the relative magnitudes of the 
charge densities on carbon atoms 2 and 3, one must consider two types of 
molecules. Type I contains heteroatoms which donate only one electron to 
the conjugated systems (e.g. pyridine, acrolein, formaldehyde). Type II 
contains heteroatoms which donate two electrons to the conjugated system
1. The question of whether qg >  q^ as might be supported
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(e.g. furan, pyrrole, thiophene). If one carries out Huckel calculations 
by choosing the coulomb parameters in the following way,
. f % O for heteroatoms 
(_ - o  otherwise
the calculated charge distributions for type I appear to be reasonable 
based on chemical intuition whereas those for type II do not. For example,
pyridine tends to substitute predominately in the 3 position. However,
experimental observation that substitution takes place in the 2 position 
only. To reconcile the latter problem, one can either postulate a mech­
anism involving initial formation of a 3-Pr°d.uct (kinetic control), or 
suggest some alternative choice of electronegativity parameter. A simple 
solution to the latter, as offered by Brown and Coller (55)* is to 
introduce an auxiliary electronegativity parameter for the atoms which are 
nearest neighbors to the heteroatom. It has been pointed out by Land and 
Pilar (60), that the PPP SCF formulation automatically includes such a 
parameter and is directly related to the summation term in equation (3“l)• 
It was further pointed out by Land and Pilar (59) that the argument in­
volving thermodynamic rearrangement is more consistent with other results 
on type II molecules and with our proposed exclusion of the summation 
term in equation (3-l)•
(6l). These data are also in accord with Extended Huckel calculations by 
the same authors.
The removal of this summation term may also be interpreted as a
one obtains q^ q^ for pyridine, which is consistent with the fact that
for furan, the results that q^ p  q^ is in apparent disagreement with the
The neglect of summation terms brings the charge density of the
13carbon atoms into line with recent data on C chemical shifts
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qualitative account of sigma core polarization for the reason that it is 
possible to increase the charge on oxygen, q , without increasing @co.wX
For example, qQx =* 1.353 when the summation term is intact and I.63I 
when the summation term is removed (59)* The calculations of Adam & 
Grimison (6l) as well as those of Glementi et al. (3l)» indicate sigma 
polarization effects in qualitative agreement with those implied by ignor­
ing these summation terms.
For all formula variations the unpolarized calculation consis­
tently predicts q^ >  q^ in contrast to HMO, LHT, GNDG and NDDO resmilts. 
Also, q^ is consistently lower than that calculated by all the other 
methods (above). That is, the oxygen atom is predicted to be much more 
involved in the aromatic ring than by other methods.
In the polarized-core calculations, a charge reversal takes place 
so that q^ > q ,^ bringing the results in line with those of all other 
methods. Further, the value of q^ is increased to be more consistent with 
ab initio and NDDO results.
With respect to problem two, i.e., the ground state configuration 
of furan, elimination of the summation term leads to results that agree 
with the ground state of pyrrole as reported by Glementi (3l)» (37)» i-n 
an all-electron Gaussian basis SGF calculation.
Lastly, we look at the results of the Cl calculations. The ef­
fect of removing the summation term is two-fold. First, the two calcula­
tions differ with respect to symmetry designations of the excited states,
and secondly with respect to the orders of the excited states. For the
2 2 2
ground state electronic configuration, one obtains (lb^) (la^) (2b^)
2 2 2
with the summation term left in and (lb^) (2b^) (l3^ ) without it, the
latter agreeing with the all-electron SGF calculation on pyrrole. With
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the summation term intact one obtains energies in the order (increasing
energy) B , A , B , A , and B , B , A , A , without it (polarized case).
JL £  JL &  ~  1  1
After introducing configuration interaction, both calculations give the 
former order, and are also quantitatively similar.
PARAMETER AND FORMULA VARIATIONS 
Although the calculation with core polarization led to reason­
ably good results as shown above, it was still Impossible to find a set 
of values for either^( or S<#that would simultaneously
reproduce experimental values for all excited states. The excited-state 
energies seem to depend strongly on these values and one obtains a series 
of rather erratic curves when plotting excited-state energies vs. _■ A. or 
One obvious conclusion from this is that choice forjK* («l.l) made 
by Orloff and Fitts (52) is somewhat fortuitous.
All formulas used for the resonance and coulomb integrals led to 
the result >  St-j (without polarization). Also,none of these formulas 
seemed to help obtain good excited-state energiesj one or two states 
could be reproduced by any given formulation, but never all four states 
together.
These specific deficiencies in the PPP method, as well as the 
mounting evidence against the ability of the method to deal effectively 




CALCULATIONS ON FURAN AND PYRROLE - THE NDDO METHOD
A. Introduction
Pople, Segal and Santry (29), developed a method for handling 
all valence electrons based on neglect of differential overlap for all 
valence orbitals. Previous attempts to include all electrons (EHT method) 
have met with the same difficulty in dealing with non-uniform distri­
butions, i.e., heteroatoms, as the PPP method.
Care must be exercised in imposing zero-differential overlap 
approximations so that results remain invariant to certain orbital trans­
formations such as rotation, hybridization, etc. The CNDO and NDDO methods, 
two versions of this approach, explicitly account for this invariance in 
the derivation of the basic equations for the Hartree-Fock matrix ele­
ments. The NDDO method intends to reach the most acceptable compromise 
between semiempirical calculations and full ab initio calculations which 
lead to sets of equations with many computational difficulties. Also, in 
order to be useful, a method must be easily applied to large molecules and 
still retain the principal features that determine electron distribution.
If one can l) apply EDO to eliminate large numbers of integrals,
2) use a semiempirical approach for all or part of the remaining inte­
grals, 3) deal with sigma and pi electrons all together without violating 
invariance requirements, one then has a tractable method with which to 
begin to correlate many physical properties of aromatic molecules.
The simplest of these two versions involves complete neglect of 
differential overlap (CNDO) between atomic orbitals on the same atom; 
the second involves neglect of differential overlap between atomic orbitals
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on different atoms«
in CNDO <&u. fa - 0 but
R  E>
distributions like 
(i.e. A  ) are kept.
In NDDO &  A  is kept (even 
A. JL A A  when ^  " 0
f Vft* ft ft* .
since are on different
atoms.
B. The CNDO and NDDO Methods and Equations 
Since an understanding of the approximations used in the CNDO 
method helps one to follow those used in the NDDO method, the development 
of both will be roughly outlined here. The CNDO method is based on five 
approximations:
1. The overlap matrix is given by
S/ttv - S p -v
2. ZDO is applied to the coulomb integrals as follows:
( A P M m o  " * U s r  T k u S
at this point the Hartree-Fock equations axe
F A A  - P » M  * U  +  P r r
Ft*.? ' H/utt - 4  B** ^
3. With this approximation the theory is not invariant with 
respect to orbital rotation. Therefore, we further assume 
that the depend only on the atoms to which and 6$> 
belong and not on the orbital type. Thus
y A „  5  #,« /•«., (A-v M *  S»r
A & B are atomic centers
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or, 4>o <k, 5 ^  « QzPi&Pi
Now -* ^  3
F m .  M « / * - * & * * * » ■ * ■  J
Analogously to approximation 3» the nuclear attraction
integrals (part of the core Hamiltonian)
where yiX € f\ , are written as Vfl 8 ; therefore
Hac4*“ U / * a * H mi) *=* 0 if ,
8**
but both are on the same atom.
2 m €A
is an empirical parameter depending on atoms A and 3. 
The final Hartree-Fock equations are / \
- 4 fiU ) « *  " gfe
F >>  - |3 «a - t  P«V & •  J / t *  *
These may be subsequently modified (70) in two ways*
a. atomic matrix elements are chosen 
empirically as functions of I and A
b. penetration type terms which lead to 
excess non-bonded interactions are 
omitted by setting = 2-# &A &  j
This variation is called the CNDO/2 methodi
4-2 (fyo-Utf**a it ft
F m p  *
THE NDDO APPROXIMATIONS 
Since all products ^  for different orbitals on the
same atom Eire retained in the less approximate NDDO scheme, approxima-
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tions 3 and 4 are no longer needed. Approximations 1 and 5 remain the 
same, and approximation 2 is modified as followst
£ o*) = °  c*M (iW /*• f belong to the same atom
y. $ 0* belong to the same atom,
i.e. (m v /'XP')* 5^0 A,B,C,D are atomic centers
Thus we have a
F„ . *  £ 8 «5r ^  ^
Fm * = H m v  - i £ “ S.s B »  * • « , * * «  41 ‘l
H m v  • 4 * - % ,  I # M * )  ‘ U j U ' M,l>£ ”  ( V " ^
P M V --pZaSM V  > «,U. ^
G, Integrals in the NDDO Method 
The following integrals are generated by equations 4-1 through 4-4j 
One and two-center coulomb repulsion Integrals and one-center coulomb 
exchange integrals, C .
The two center integrals are calculated theoretically using the 
formulas of Roothaan (68). One center integrals are calculated
1. Theoretically, using Roothaan*s equations, or
2. Empirically based on Slater*s spectroscopic para­
meters ,
The Roothaan formulas are based on Slater-type orbitals (STO) using Is 
(hydrogen only), 2s, 2pz, 2p , and 2pz basis orbitals. In applying the
y
Roothaan formulas it is critical to recognize that each integral is form­
ulated for a diatomic molecule with the Px orbital pointing along the bond
and the P and Pz orbital perpendicular to the bond. In transforming 
«y
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these to an actual non-linear polyatomic molecular system, one must re­
orient the orbitals from a fixed cartesian framework to point along the 
appropriate bond axes. This procedure is described in a later section. 
The coulomb integrals are functions of three parameters
1. So. * / n  , Slater orbital exponent for atom a
2. ffc - eTA , Slater orbital exponent for atom b,
a €ff
where X- *> Slater effective charge 
aid ■= principal quantum number
3. H, the internuclear distance in atomic units.
The empirical one-center integrals are calculated as in 
the INDO procedure (66), and are based on empirical exchange integrals 
and g\  given by Slater (pp. 339-3^2, ref. 67) to give best fits with 
atomic experimental data. Five types exist (see Sect. II D-^)i
(ss/ss) (f-v/xr) ( x x - ( V f r ’)
(sx(sx)  ( W x x )
where s signifies 2s, x signifies 2px, etc.
The Overlap Integrals
These are calculated theoretically and also are based on formulas 
given by Roothaan (68). As with the coulomb integrals these are based 
on three atomic parameters and must be aligned to be consistent with bond 
directions within the cartesian framework.
The Nuclear Attraction Integrals CM/tkhi).
Following Dewar et, al, (69)» the two-center nuclear attraction 
integrals are set equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the corres­
ponding electron repulsion Integrals. Ibat is, an electron in a charge
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distribution is attracted to a nucleus B which is approximated
by a point charge that may be described by a charge distribu­
tion, Except for a factor of Z®^, the effective charge, this attraction 
is then written as the exact opposite of the r e p u l s i o n . Thus
(ju/Vkh>)* - 4 *
The Gore Integrals U>
These integrals are found semi-empirically Iks in the INDO method 
(66) by relating the core term to the mean of the ionization potential,
I, and the electron affinity, A, of appropriate atomic states. There are 
separate relations for S and P states.
U s  * - i Cx+»)s •C*»-14F~ * t & » -
U p  -
where ZA equals the core charge 
of atom A (neutral atom minus valence 
electrons only),
F *
(jTj F m empirical exchange integrals 
The calculated charges seem to be most sensitive to the core 
integral as will be discussed later.
The Resonance Integrals
As in the original formulation of the CNDO and NDDO methods 
these are taken to be . , „
where the are atomic parameters.
Two sets of values are used for the .
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D, Basic Parameter Values
■** J/o
Atom Indices and Coordinate Axes
The molecular coordinates are listed belowi
Furan Pyrrole
X' Y X Y
0 0.0 1.560 N 0.0 1.634
C(2) -2.070 0.0 C(2) -2.129 0.0
C(3) -1.361 -2.458 c(3) -1.361 -2.433
C(4) 1.361 -2.458 C(4) 1.361 -2.433
C(5) 2.070 0.0 C(5) 2.129 0.0
H(6) 3.869 .945 H(6) -4.093 .619
H(7) -2.603 -4.065 H(7) -2.571 —4.100
H(8) 2.603 -4.065 H(8) 2.571 -4.100
H(9) 3.869 .945 H(9) 4.093 .619
H(10) 0.0 3.599




The value of 1.20 is used for hydrogen rather than the Slater 
value of 1.00
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The electronegativity parameters are taken from reference (70).





The two sets of |S values used in calculations I (70a) & II (87)
are 1





Some results will be reported using both sets of values for comparison 
and will be referred to as calculation I and calculation II.
The and F^ parameters are those used in the INDO method (66) 
and axe taken from Slater (67)1




E. A Brief Description of the Total Program 
Now a brief description of the total operation of the SGF Scheme 
will be given followed by a rough schematic. Further details and flow 
charts are available separately.
^3
First, the basic equations for the coulomb and overlap integrals 
are programmed and the results stored. There are 20 non-vanishing coulomb 
integrals and 7 non-vanishing overlap integrals (68)i
( / S /s//s /s) 
C/S /s/*s zsj 
Ct* Zf/t-St*) 
(/S /s/zs zfe) 
\zs is/zs zf<r) 
C/s /s/z+ 2*0 
C/s /s/zfitr 2 Hr3




















C ^ r / l P r )
OVERLAP INTEGRALS
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Since none of these integrals changes during the iterative pro­
cedure, they can be calculated at once and the results stored by integral 
type and by atomic pair number. Next, all two-center integrals are 
aligned to fit the molecular geometry and are stored again by integral 
type and by atomic pair number. Then, the core Hamiltonian elements/i^are 
computed. The diagonal elements contain VAB and the off-diagonal elements 
for different atoms contain f W -  Since, again, none of these changes 
during the iterative procedure the entire H matrix is computed and stored 
once and for all.
Now, one begins the iterative SOF process by beginning with an 
Initial guess, or approximation, for the Hartree-Fock matrix F m v  a 
suitable first approximation are the matrix elements (70)t
=■ -  i
F W * 1 “ P m  • £ * « * '
The F° matrix is diagonalized to produce an initial eigenvector set G°; 
from this P°*=C°C° is constructed and the Iterative process begins. The 
F matrix is constructed by collecting appropriate groups of integrals 
multipled by the proper P elements for all atom pairs according to equations
4-1 and 4-2. The H (core) matrix is added and F is diagonalized to form 
a G matrix and then again P, and the process is repeated. In each itera­
tion the P matrix is compared to the P matrix of the previous iteration.
When the comparison is within a fixed tolerance the process is halted 







Hybridization of each atom
Sigma and Pi Charge Migration of Each Atom




The equations and/or procedures used for obtaining these results are out­
lined in section IV G,
A comparison of these results with calculations by several other 
methods is discussed in section V.
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- orbital/6c (JLk. -1,2) on center A(A«1,2) In cartesian 
coordinates
- the angle between orbital/** and the bond axis (see 
figure 4-4)
- a Px orbital in local diatomic coordinates 
■ a Py orbital in local diatomic coordinates
M-
The Roothaan Integrals are expressed in terms of lx* and ?ifk 
where the orientation is for diatomic molecules.
Figure 4-2
The Z orbital points out of the plane. The S orbital is spherical­
ly symmetrical around centers A or B. All basis orbitals for the molecule,
in terms of which the integrals will finally be expressed, are initially
set up in a cartesian coordinate framework.
Figure 4-3 
Molecular Orientation of P Orbitals
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Now in order to express Integrals between any of the orbitals 
so set up, it is necessary to rotate (thus creating a multiplying fac­
tor) each orbital so that it is either perpendicular (Py) to or par­
allel (Px) to the bond axis as in figure 4-2, Consider any pair of atoms 
A and B with orbitals PA and P0 in cartesian molecular coordinates (fig­
ure 4-4).
for one orbital per center,
c C =<* > * r * / s
A on left-hand side 
B on right-hand side 
Positive is clockwise
Positive is counter cloekwlse
Now
Figure 4-4
PA must be expressed in terms of P ^  and and Pg in
terms of P-^ g and Pyfi. Equations for this can be deduced by noting the 
followingi
If cX 0, P.
A*.
xA





P ^  COS* + PyA SINC*
PxB cosP + ryB SIN/
Overlap Integrals
The situation for overlap integrals with one orbital on each atom 
(yU may be omitted) is relatively simplej to express the overlap inte­
grals (PA/Pg), in terms of integrals in diatomic coordinates we havei
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(W  ' (PxA C03* * Py* S11W / PxB C0SP * PyB SIKfS j
- <P*a/PxB> 003 *  G03^
+ ^ x a / V  SII'/J + P^yA/PxB^  C0SC< SIN^
+ (PyA/Pyo) SI"'A  3I,</2
The second and third terras go out because of orthogonality of
the P and P orbitals. 
x y
If either PA or Pg is a Is, 2s, or 2pz orbital, it is simply carried
through unchanged. For example, if P - 2s, then
A
(2s/Pb) - (28/P^) GOSjS + (2s/PyB) SIN^
The problem of calculating the angles (7\ and j3 while maintaining molecu­
lar symmetry of the orbitals will be dealt with in section F-l.
Coulomb Integrals
The situation with coulomb intlegrals is much more complex in 
that one has two orbitals on each center (superscript ). Here the 
expansion of one coulomb integral in molecular coordinates leads to a 16 
term expression in general, further complicated by the problem of deciding 
which term to leave out if any orbital on the left hand side is not a 2px 
or 2py. That is, it is much more systematic to use one general expression 
and alter it accordingly than to write separate expansions for each case 





Further, the subscripts and superscripts in an integral (*.' y.'Jxi yc) 
for example, will always be in the order shown, hence they will be 
omitted and the integral will be written, simply, ( x  / / *  v)
Let C C C C  5  C o S X , '  C-otK,
Again, with the indices always in the same order, e.g.,
C . S C , S  - C Z o S  g(% S t *
Finally, the general expansion is, then,
?; ? ? y
( ( « :  *; )(c < x l  
s ^ x M c c c c
+ £ x v  / *  c  c ^ Y jc.fcs  *<>(■'/*’* ) css'r; Y (*
4 4 + ( y ^ y ) ^ s
+ ( f w / x x j i i c c  4 yyM ) sssc f ( r y / y Y ) sssS
1. Calculation of the Rotation Angles
y A
The rotation angle 0\fl depends on several factors»
1. Orientation of the P orbital, i.e., whether it is an 
X or Y basis orbital in molecular coordinates,
2. Slope of the interatomic line.
3. Whether the orbital is on atom A or atom B, (by convention,
A is always on the left, and 3 on the right)
Eight cases arise and sure diagrammed below. An orbital may be Px or Py,




0<=- &  e*r£>-<fa Bz-a-CjC
Negative 
Slope O
|3 * / P o - ^  0 6 = 6 > - ? 0  f2>~-<9-cio
R; brf*vs orfcl4<t( ^  U
Figure 4-5
Rotation Angles for Realigning Basis Orbitals
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For convenience, all P orbitals are Inverted so that the positive lobe 
points upward - this has no effect on the results. One last critical 
consideration remains. If the proper symmetry is to be maintained for 
matrix elements that depend on the coulomb or overlap integrals, the orb­
itals must be re-oriented (i.e., the angle QC or ^  adjusted) so as to 
be consistent with C£v molecular symmetry. In other words, from a group 
theoretical point of view, the orbital must transform as the basis of the 
C2v S1"011?* Thus* all x orbitals must point toward the center of the 
molecule and the heteroatom orbitals must be rotated 45°. The y orbitals 
on carbon remain unchanged| therefore we havej
Figure 4-6 
Symmetry Oriented Basis Orbitals
G, Equations and Procedures 
The results reported in section V are obtained as followsi
A. Thef'jVf, P,C^Pmatrices are described in section IV B and 
IV E, All matrices except the eigenvector matrix, G, are 
square symmetric matrices whose size is determined by the
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number of basis orbitals. Using the 2s, 2p , 2p„ and 2px y z
atomic basis for carbon, nitrogen and oxygen and the Is 
basis for hydrogen, we have 2k for furan and 25 for pyrrole. 
Each matrix element then represents the interaction of one 
basis orbital with another. Also, each of these matrices 
is factored into four by four blocks for the ring atoms, 
representing the four basis orbitals.
The G matrix is dealt with in two halves* The first 13 
columns represent the occupied orbitals (Cocc) and the re­
maining twelve columns represent the virtual (unoccupied) 
orbitals. Each row relates to one basis orbital and each 
column to one molecular orbital so that an element Cjj is 
the contribution of basis orbital i to molecular orbital j.
In forming the P matrix, where P=*2CC+, it is important to 
note that only the occupied half of G is used. Thus cocc 
is a 25x13 (pyrrole) matrixj (Cocc)+ is a 13x25 matrix.
B. The charges are simply the diagonal elements of the P
matrix, thus and QA ^ii* The hybridization is
calculated by talcing the appropriate charges from P. For 
example, P ^  represents the 2s charge on N (or oxygen).
P00 is the 2p charge and P„„ is the 2p charge - both 22 x ° 33 y
2px and 2p are 2p C* orbitals so one simply adds these to
y
obtain the 2p CT' charge. P/(/| is the 2p7T charge on nitrogen j 
the next four diagonal elements are the C  ^charges and so 
on,
G. The bond orders are the off-diagonal P matrix elements. The 
bond population is calculated by taking the product P S .
ij
5^
D. Dipole moments sure calculated as follows«
/J)^ 5  - core charge on atom A




/ t V  r z.SH'i'ZQf>Y(A) \ « cartesian coordinate
v of atom A
M n  
M * ?  -
^  ■» orbital exponent
^ToTAC ” 4 £*"p A^SP
jU$p is the contribution from atomic dipoles (including the 
lone-pair contribution from oxygen),
E, The orbital energies are the eigenvalues of the occupied 
molecular orbitals and are obtained by standard procedures 
for diagonalizing the F matrix. According to Koopmans' 
theorem (71), the energy of the highest occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) is taken as the ionization potential.
The orbital symmetries are based on group theoretical 
considerations Of the Cgy point group (to which pyrrole 
and furan belong). The symbols A^t Bg, and Ag refer 
to the behavior of basis functions under symmetry operations 
of the Cgy group.
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9  I 
Rz. 
C  I 
92.
i i i i z , x x,y\*'-
, I - I  - I  f i t , X V
l - l  I -I X,X€.,fty
-I - i  I v > v « , / i x
Character Table for the Point Group 
Figure 4-7
For a given molecular orbital, each basis function will 
have a positive or negative contribution to each molecular 
orbital as indicated in the C matrix. If the sign of the 
2PX function (for sigma MO*s) or 2Pz function (for pi MO*s) 
in a given molecular orbital are considered we have for 
example t
8 2 .  R t 31
0" OR/& ITGC 5
Symmetry of C' and *TT Molecular Orbitals 
Figure 4-8
F. The total energy is calculated as follows«
£  Muc. r€ <?<*(?*+*
A* & 23L k■ZL =* core charge
R. - internuclear distance (a.u.) 




A. F° H P C F Matrices for Furan-Pyrrole
Because of space requirements, the complete matrices will not be 
reported here - the most significant parts of each are extracted and 
reported in the appropriate sections that follow.
A complete copy of all programs and all results will be on file 
with Dr. Pilar.
B . Charges-Hybridization-Charge Migration
An investigation of the gross sigma and pi charges shows a con­
siderable distortion of the sigma core through charge migration and 
clearly invalidates any assumptions of an unpolarized sigma core. Table 
5-1 shows the nitrogen and oxygen charge distributions compared to the 
separated atom distributions.
N 0
2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 
Separated atom Is 2s 2pa2p^ Is 2s 2p^2p^
„ , . . 20 1.33 2.53 1.71 . 2 1.67_ 3.04„ 1.81Calculation I Is 2s 2p 2p Is 2s 2p 2p
o it a it
, 2 1.60 2.62 1.80 . 2_ 1.86- 3.16_ 1.87
Calculation II Is 2s 2pQ 2p^ Is 2s 2p^ 2p^
Hybridization of Nitrogen & Oxygen 
Table 5-1
The results of calculation I show that oxygen has gained .514 
of an electron. This is the sum of two effects: a gain of .706 of an
electron from the sigma orbitals and a loss of .192 of an electron from 
the pi orbital; oxygen (or nitrogen) is the only atom in the molecule show-
ing a two-way charge transfer and is a pi donor and a sigma acceptor.
Gg is a sigma and pi donor and is a sigma and pi acceptor. This sigma
charge migration is far from that of a rigid sigma core. An analogous 
situation holds for the nitrogen atom in pyrrole except that G  ^(C^) is 
a sigma and pi acceptor. The carbon atoms in pyrrole and furan are not
O
far from the sp hybridization of a trigonal hybrid. The gross charges 
are summarized in table 5-2.
For both molecules ^  qg, 35 Is predicted by all calculations 
(including the PPP polarized sigma core calculation of Land and Pilar 
(59)) except Orloff and Fitts' PPP calculation (52). Also, as is expec­
ted, the oxygen shows a larger pi charge than the nitrogen, indicating 
that the oxygen is more isolated in the pi orbitals and showing furan to 
have more of a butadiene nature than pyrrole. The oxygen tends to be 
somewhat isolated from the rest of the molecule in qualitative agreement 
with the results of Pilar and Morris (l^). However, this kind of inter­
pretation of the role of oxygen is questionable in view of the large 
migration of sigma charge to the oxygen shown by the all-electron calcula­
tion (invalidating the unpolarized sigma core assumption of HMO and other 
pi-electron calculations).
For pyrrole, excellent agreement with the ab initio Gausslan- 
basis calculation of Glementi et. al, (31) is obtained - the hybridization 
of each atom as calculated by NDDO is nearly identical with the ab initio 
calculation, the largest discrepancy being the 2p<T* for nitrogen (dif­
ference - .15). Good qualitative agreement on charge migration is also 
obtained with the ab initio calculation on furan by Siegbahn (72), except 
for one discrepancy - the ab initio calculation predicts the alpha carbon 
to be a sigma donor, but a pi acceptor; the latter is a suspicious result
Gross Charges - Summary
Furan Pyrrole
i II I II I
zS  1.67 1.86 1.33 1.60 $<r-.706
f Z K  1.52 1.58 1.27 1.31 S*ir .192
* f'l Z Pjjl.52 1.58 1.27 1.31 S -.514
X. 1.81 1.87 1.71 1.80
C2 <G5}
I S 1.02 1.20 1.06 1.26 S<r .169
ZK  .94 .87 1.00 .96 Str .021
COCOm .74 .96 .87 S .190
lpt .98 .95 1.05 1.02
c3 (%)
1.12 1.35 1.11 1.34 •.319
1.06
I A
1.05 1.06 1.04 S t --.117
1.iff 1.14 1.18 1.12 1.14 <s --.436
ZPT l'l 1.12 1.12 1.10 1.08
Table 5-2
Furan______________  Pyrrole_____________
II a.i.(72) I II a.i.(31)
-1.025 -.861 -1.225 -.749
.129 .286 .204 .341
-.894 -.234 -.407 -.575 -1.021 -.408
.186 -.018 -.093 -.030
.052 -.045 -.018 -.075
.238 -.010 .119 -.063 ?«111 -.105
-.580 -.298 -.526 -.160
-.117 -.098 -.084 -.095
-.697 -.269 -.143 -.396 -.610 -.255
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that is in agreement with EHT calculations (known for poor charge predic­
tion) of Adam and Grimison (61)| this result also agrees with CNDO calcu­
lations of Bloor and Breen (73) and with CNDO calculations of D.T, Cark 
(74), which ignore orbital anisotropy in treating electron interaction 
integrals. This NDDO result is also in disagreement with several pi- 
electron calculations (75)» (64), (76), (14), which predict C2 to be a 
pi acceptor. However, the best over-all assessment of charge densities 
is gotten by calculating dipole moments - a quantity that the NDDO method 
predicts very well (see section V D),
A comparison of the gross charges for furan and pyrrole with sev­
eral other methods is shown in tables 5-3 and 5-4.
Ab initio Ab initio NDDO(l) PNDO(78)MINDO(79)CNDO(6l)EHT(6l)CNDO(74)
(723 (77)
0 -.541 -.637 -.706 -.604 -.94 -.609
C2 .062 .141 .169 .003 .164 .36 .262
C3-.187 -.066 -.319 -.157 -.10 .0004 .
H6 .227 .117 .228 .260 .219 .105
v>
.016
Hp .214 .111 .211 .243 .207 .106 .027
0 .307 .230 .192 .142 .18 .295
C2-.072 -.032 .021 .046 -.057 -.02
- 067 k
C^-,082 -.077 -.117 -.117 -.067 -.07
r*
-.080
0 -.234 -.407 -.323 -.514 -.76 -.314
c2-.oio .119 -.014 .190 .107 .34 .195 ^
C3-.269 -.143 -.264 -.536 -.096 -.17 -.080 £
Table 5-3 
Comparison of Furan Charges
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Ab initio Ab initio
(31 (77)
NDD0(l) PND0(78) MIND0(79) EHT&)CND0(6l) EHT(6l)
N -.749 -.861 -.731
-.77
C2 -.030 -.018 -.025 .15
c3 -.160 -.298 -.143
-.04
/
H6 .204 .200 .261 .191 .095 b
H? .192 .193 .261 .180 .029
Hio -339 .371 .449 .331
.304
N .341 .286 .260 .36
C2 -.075 -.045 -.006 -.05 k
C3 -.095 -.098 -.124 -.14 ^
N -.408 -.435 -.575 -.41
c2 -.105 -.097 -.063 .071 .064 .10 £
c3 -.256 -.259 -.396 -.238 -.050 -.18
Table 5-4 
Comparison of Pyrrole Charges
C. Bond Orders and Bond Populations 
Bond orders for Furan and Pyrrole are shown in tables 5-5 and


























Ab lnltlo (72)__________________ NDDO CALC. I
Bond Total PI Total Sigma PI
1-2 .719 .648 .123 .068 .657 .657 .056
2-3 1.239 1.318 , .416 .510 1.049 .816 .233
3-4 .936 .947 .163 .113 .820 .730 .090
2-6
CO• .754 - - .670 .670 -
3-7 .851 .733 - - .669 .669 -
2-5 -.357 -.321 -.082 -.139 -.007 .009 -.016
2-4 -.264 -.166 -.036 -.071 .022 .026 -.004




Bond Total Sigma PI
1-2 .756 .678 .078
2-3 1.035 .811 .224
3-4 .834 .731 .103
2-6 ,661 .661 -
3-7 ,661 .661 -
1-10 .560 .560 -
2-5 -.004 .011 -.015
2-4 .018 .022 -.004




The furan bond populations (table 5-7) are in excellent qualita­
tive and good quantitative agreement with ab initio calculations except 
for the non-nearest-neighbor bonds. In all cases the sigma and pi bond 
populations are in the order b ^  >  b ^  b^» with b ^  between b ^  and 
b-|? in all cases. Also, bp^ and b^ r, are approximately equal. All NDDO 
bond populations (sigma and pi) are slightly lower than the ab initio bond 
populations. This is consistent with the appearance of a slightly higher 
charge on the ring atoms as compared with the ab initio calculation (see 
section V-b); the NDDO calculation seems to concentrate charge more on 
the atoms and less in the overlap regions. The furan pi bond orders (table
5-9) ar« in fair agreement with the HMO calculation of Pilar and Morris 
(13), and in poorer agreement with the PPP calculation of Fitts and Salla- 
vanti (76). Further, the HMO calculation tends to underestimate the C-0 
pi bond order in comparison to the NDDO calculation; the PPP calculation 
tends to overestimate it. But, this is probably attributed to the differ­
ent values used for k, where,
(3c* -
t*. - . S  ( M M o )
K  , {.< C P P P )
In the case of non-nearest-nelghbor interactions, the NDDO results show 
only slight antibonding (G2-C5 and C1~C3^ aru* 1-11 one case (G2“G4) slight 
bonding as contrasted to the ab initio results which show medium antibond­
ing for all three interactions (table 5-7).
Bond NDDO HMO(14) PPP(76)
1-2 .356 .242 .541
2-3 • 00
0CN-co• .766
3-4 .393 .470 .531
Table 5-9 
Comparison of Pdran PI Bond Orders
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Diene Nature of Furan
Chemical evidence shows that fuxan will have more of a diene-like 
nature than pyrrole. One way of theoretically comparing the relative 
diene nature of furan and pyrrole is to compare the calculated sigma and 
pi bond populations which are a direct measure of the amount of charge in 
any bond. The G2“G3 dout|l« bond is stronger in furan, having more re­
semblance than pyrrole to butadiene. A comparison of results for furan 
and pyrrole (tables 5-10» 5-H) shows that the Cg-C^ double bond contains 
slightly more charge (.014 au total) in furan than pyrrole; also the 
C-0 bond of furan has less charge (.099 au) than the C-N bond of pyrrole. 
The Og-C^ bond has both more sigma and more pi charge in furan (.005 and 
.009 respectively) and pyrrole has more sigma and pi charge in the Cj-Cg 
bond (.077 and .022 respectively) than furan. Also, one can calculate 
the ratio of the charge in the 2-3 bond to that in the 1-2 bond and show 
that the ratio is higher for furan.
Pyrrole Furan
Total Charge Ratio (q^/q^) 1.035/. 756=1.37 1.049/. 657-1.60
Pi Charge Ratio .224/.078-2.87 .233/.056-4.16
These ratios acre summarized in table 5"H using calculations I and II.
By this kind of analysis, furan is calculated to be more diene-like 





^  FP Values| ^^FP-bond order difference (Furan-pyrrole)
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Calculation I Calculation II
Total Pi Total PI
Furan 1.60 4.16 1.84 5.24




The calculated dipole moments for pyrrole axe in excellent agree­
ment with experimental results and with ab initio results; results for furan 
are in good agreement. CNDO results for furan and pyrrole axe in fair 
agreement with ND.DO and ab initio results; EHT results axe in poor agree­
ment.
of Siegbahn's ab initio results of 2.22 (72). However, the results for 
the total dipole moment differ by .06, The difference is attributed to/Afp 
(.08) which is added to the NDDO dipole moment but apparently not calcu­
lated by Siegbahn. Seigbahn's result with an extended basis set (using 
polarization orbitals) gives a total dipole moment much too high (1.29). 
Palmer and Gaskell (77)* report a total dipole moment for furan (.64) in 
excellent agreement with experiment and a pyrrole moment (2.49 and 2.30 
using two different geometries) in good agreement but slightly high. Al­
though the CNDO total, dipole moments of Bloor and Breen (73)* are in fair 
agreement with the NDDO calculation, the sigma and pi components differ 
somewhat in magnitude (see table 5-1^). The EHT results of Adam and Grim- 
ison (61), which axe in poor agreement, sire also shown. Also D.T. Clark 
(74), reports a total dipole moment of -.94 for furan in fair agreement 
with ab initio, NDDO and experimental results.
The NDDO pi dipole moments for furan is in exact agreement with one
Furan Pyrrole
NDDO NDDO
I II SI S2 PG BB C AG I II PG1 PG2 BB AG
M ’v 2.589 2.52+ 2.09 -4.44 0
0 OD .060 1.42 .65
Mr* -2.222 -1.968 -2.22 -1.97 -1.83 1.60 -2.398 -1.887 -2.62 -3.82
M&fi .086 .216 • 53
1 • I—1 00 H* -.096 1 Co O
M- TerTtL ,i+53 .802 • 39 1.29 .64 .80 • 94 -2.83 -2.191 -1.922 -2.49 -2.30 -2.00 -3.17
Experimental Values
Furan Pyrrole MINDO RESULTS S1.S2 - Siegbahn, ab initio (72)
.72a -2.20a (furan) - 1.29 PG - Palmer-Gaskell, ab initio
.67* -1.80d (pyrrole)- 1.28 BB - Bloor-Breen, CNDO (73)
.66° - C - Clark, CNDO (74)
AG - Adam-Grimison, EHT (6l)
a) A. L. McClellan, Tables of 
Experimental Dipole Moments.
Freeman & Co. (1963).
b) B. Bak et. al., J. Molecular 
Spectroscopy 124 (1962).
c) M. H. Sirvetz, J. Chem. Phys. Table 5-12
12. 1609 (1951).
_ •>__________ _ Comparison of Dipole Momentsd.) E. Saegbarth, A. P. Cox, 4 r
J. Chem. Phys. 42., 166 (196$).
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E. Orbital Energies
1. Adjustment of Orbital Energies 
Although the orbital energy intervals are predicted in fair agree­
ment with ab initio calculations using the Sichel-Whitehead (87)^  para­
meters, the absolute magnitudes are much too high. The comparisons made 
in the next section are made by adjusting the energy of the lowest occu­
pied M.O. to match that of the ab initio calculation so that the intervals 
can be compared. Although the intervals sure, to an extent, more important 
than the absolute magnitudes, some justification can be proposed for ad­
justing the energies, in the same way, either for matching the ab initio 
results or for matching the experimental ionization potential (by Koop- 
mans' theorem (71), the negative of the energy of the highest occupied 
M.O. is equal to the ionization potential).
By a simple exercise, it can be proved that if a constant value, 
c, is added to all diagonal elements of a matrix, H, the effect of the 
eigenvalues is additive. That is, all eigenvalues are increased by c, 
provided all c are equal.
The Hartree-Fock matrix, F, contains the terms U-V in the diagonal 
element. A constant adjustment of U or (Va )^ would produce the desired 
result. The expression for U (70) which is empirically developed would 
be a subject for further research into the NDDO parameterization. Pertin­
ent to this are the energy values ^ (f+A) appearing in the equation for 
U which are obtained by interpolating quadratic curves based on atomic 
data for G, Li, and F. (see ref. 70, appendix B), Alternative values for 
these quantities have been suggested (e.g. ref, 87). Also, the use of em­
pirical values for one-center coulomb repulsion integrals might lead to 
the same effect since these affect primarily the diagonal quantities in
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the Hartree-Fock matrix.
2. Symmetry of Eigenvectors
A summary of orbital symmetries is given in figure 5-1 for furan 
and pyrrole by calculations I and II and for the ab initio and CNDO results. 
The proposed experimental order is given for furan only (In this case, 
the term "experimental" includes certain assumptions and some guesswork 
in assigning energy values to the occupied orbitals). The Ibp 2b^ and 
la^ are pi orbitals, leaving ten sigma orbitals. Each of the pi orbitals 
accommodates two of the total of six pi electrons, one from each carbon 
and two from either oxygen or nitrogen. As pointed out in section II-C 
much of the work leading to serious questions about the validity of the pi 
electron approximation was based on calculations showing pi orbitals to 
be deeply imbedded within sigma orbitals - in fact, for some systems a 
sigma orbital has been reported to be the highest occupied orbital. Both 
furan and pyrrole are shown by NDDO results to have one low lying pi orb­
ital - the lb-^ . Of the other two pi orbitals, the lag is the highest and 
the 2b^ just below that. Again, we have excellent agreement with ab initio 
calculations and with the experimental order (furan). Occasional slight 
discrepancies exist in terms of order. There is, however, no apparent 
physical significance to this and it is not at all clear how to trace this 
phenomenon back to properties of the Hartree-Fock matrix elements.
3. Orbital Energy Intervals
A comparison of adjusted (see sect. F-l) orbital energies for furan 
is given in table 5-13. The calculated intervals for furan using Pople 
beta values (calc, i) compare favorably with ab initio results only up to 
the 5bg orbital. Beyond that point the levels tend to spread out rapidly
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experimental a b I II c
- 40.1 41.4 58.0 41.6 52.8
23 30.0 31.5 40.0 30.7 37.1
19.0 21.4 23.2 27.9 23.6 24.3
17. ** 20.3 21.5 26.5 20.6 21.6
15.1 16.5 17.0 16.2 14.3 12.9
13.0 14.7 16.0 15.5 13.5 12.2
23 27.8 29.2 38.5 29.4 33.7
19.5 22.1 22.4 30.3 24.2 23.8
15.6 16.5 17.8 17.5 16.4 14.1
13.1 16.0 17.4 15.2 13.6 12.5
14.4 17.3 19.0 22.5 16.4 19.6
10.3 11.0 12.9 9.7 11.5 12.1
8.9 9.1 11.3 8.9 8.9 10.1
a ab lnltlo (72)
b ab lnltlo (77)
c CNDO (74)
Table 5-13
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leading to an energy spread between the highest and lowest occupied 
orbital of 1.80 au. Calculations of Clark (74), using Pople beta values 
also show this spread and give an intermediate £, value of 1.52 au.
Using the Pople beta values, the lower orbitals 4a^~7a^* anc* ^ e  upper 
pi orbitals (2b-^  and la^) agree with the experimental order, the mid-range 
orbitals being somewhat mixed in order. Agreement with Slegbahn's order 
is good except for the 6b^ which is higher for the NDDO calculation, and 
the 4b^ and 6a^ which are interchanged. The situation is much improved 
in using the Sichel-Whitehead beta values (calc. Il). Except for a lb^ 
(pi)-8a-j (sigma) interchange, the experimental order is reproduced. The 
adjusted orbital energies compare well with the ab initio results, especial­
ly in the upper orbitals, where the Pople beta results spread out. The 
value is 1.20 compared to approximately 1.1 au for the ab initio calcula­
tion. Also the CNDO calculation does not sufficiently separate the two 
high pi orbitals from the rest - the experimental values as well as NDDO 
and ab Initio calculations show these two orbitals to be about 2 electron 
volts higher than the nearest sigma orbital. All calculations show the 
lb^ low lying pi orbital to be in the 7th position.
Experimentally, the and 6b^ axe nearly degenerate. This is 
shown in both the NDDO and the CNDO calculations, but a difference between 
these two levels of approximately one electron-volt appears in the ab 
initio calculation.
4. Analysis of Orbitals
An analysis of orbitals in terms of their bonding properties can 
be carried out. One of the main justifications for leaving the Is orb­
itals (except for hydrogen) out of the basis set is shown by Clement!
(31), in his discussion of the pyrrole calculation. Certain inner shell 
molecular orbitals can be almost exactly identified with undistorted
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atomic orbitals in two waysi
1. By the expansion coefficient of these AO's in the MO
2. 3y comparing the orbital energies of the inner MO's with 
the orbital energies of the separated atoms.
Referring to NDDO calculation I on pyrrole, the first group of 
valence sigma electrons is responsible mainly for the G-C, C-N, C-H 
and N-H bonds. The 4a^ orbital consists primarily of carbon and nitrogen 
2s electrons (the 2s G matrix elements for N, and G^ being .49, .39 
and ,35 respectively) with a small contribution from the 2p orbitals and 
a slight (about .0?) contribution from the protons. This orbital (4a^) 
covers the entire molecule with maximum density at the nitrogen. The 
5a1 also covers the molecule, but is mainly N (2s), and (2s),
and H leading to the N-H bond and the C^ -Hr, and C^-Hg bonds. The 
3b^ orbital tends to concentrate charge on opposite atoms from the 5a^,
namely on C~ and C^ , and on H, and H . The 6a orbital is mainly H ,
j o 9 1 (
Hg, and H-^ q and 2p^ on carbons 3 and 4 and so on. The 5a^ and 6a^ are 
mainly responsible for N-H bonding. The 6a^ thru 9a^ as well as the 3bg 
thru 6b^ are mainly responsible for G-H bonding on all four carbons.
These results are in excellent agreement with the ab initio results of 
Glementl (3l)* with the single exception that the 8a^ shows very little 
N-H bonding compared to that calculation.
The lb^ pi orbital covers the molecule with a maximum at the nitro­
gen. The 2b^ pi orbital has a node between the nitrogen and the rest of 
the molecule and has a density maximum at the nitrogen and at the and
C. atoms. The la (pi) orbital has no charge on nitrogen (by symmetry)
4 2
and has a maximum at the Gg and G^ atoms with a nodal plain bisecting the 
nitrogen. Although the MO's may be analyzed in this way, showing the
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contribution of each MO to given bonds, no single MO may be identified 
with any given bond, which is the nature of molecular-orbital theory. Of 
special interest is also the lb^ pi orbital which is analogous in magni­
tude and distribution to the sigma orbital) both are equally delocal­
ized though the 4a^ is more tightly bound. Again, the rigid sigma core 
assumption is shown to be a poor one in that we have a sigma and pi orb­
ital with nearly Identical behavior.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF PARAMETERS 
A, Alternate Parameter Possibilities
As with any semiempirical method for molecular orbital calcula­
tions, the most difficult problem is the selection of an optimum set of 
parameters. Further study of the NDDO method might well Include a more 
refined study in two areas j
1. alternate values for the integrals - one generally has 
tv© choices t theoretical values or empirical values
2. alternate values for the parameters described in section 
IV-D.
Many empirical formulations have been experimented with in the 
PPP, CNDO, MINDO and PNDO methods but much work remains to be done to 
determine whether any of these might be appropriate to or convenient with 
the NDDO formulation. Two formulations for the resonance integrals have 
been discussed in this research and the results are compared. A limited 
study of the general sensitivity of the results to variations in the beta 
values is discussed in the next section (VI-B). Similarly, the sensitiv­
ity of charge densities to different values for the one-center core inte­
gral, U, is discussed. Although the values used in the calculation re­
produce charges in good agreement with the ab lnltlo results, alternate 
derivations of the relationship between U and the atomic electronegativ­
ities, i(l+A) as taken from the INDO method, are possible based on the 
different assumptions about the energy of the "average" state associated 
with the configuration (2s)m (2p)n from which the relationship for U is 
derived (70). The main shortcoming of the results that is possibly due 
to the U values is the absolute magnitudes of the orbital energy levels
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even though the intervals (which are more important) agree well with ab 
Initio results using the values of calculation II.
Lastly, the nuclear attraction integrals which are expressed in 
terms of corresponding coulomb repulsion integrals in order to avoid 
penetration effects (70), (i.e., penetration of electrons in an orbital 
on one atom into the shell of another which can lead to a net attraction 
and higher binding energies) might be calculated theoretically.
For the parameters In section IV-D, three modifications are pos­
sible (although no justifications for these changes other than trial
and error can be established at the present time)t
1. A modification of Slater's rule for calculating the 
effective charge. This has been done by several authors.
2. A modified procedure for obtaining the atomic electro­
negativity values, ^(i+A). The values used are based on
assumptions in reference (70) appendix B (see sect. V 
F-l).
1 23. The one-center exchange integrals F and G which are taken 
from Slater based on atomic data, may be calculated theo­
retically .
B. Sensitivity of Charges and Orbital Energies to 
Changes in 3* and U
In view of the study of Sichel and Whitehead (87) using modified 
parameters in the Cf©0 calculations to get improved ground state proper­
ties (these values are used in calculation II of this research), and in 
view of the fact that the orbital energies can be adjusted simply by 
changing the diagonal H matrix elements (in which the core integral, U, 
predominates) a study of the effect of varying and varying the core
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integral, U, was undertaken.
values for G, N and H (pyrrole calculation) were varied 
separately to determine the effect on the charge pattern and the orbital 
energies.
was varied from -.17 to -1.17 in increments of -.15
was varied from -.12 to -1.32 in increments of -.20
was varied from -.13 to - .73 in increments of -.10
The U values were varied in the following way (U^ - value for 
atom A, orbital/*• ) by + .2 au.
Ug only
\P only (all carbons)
U
U only (all protons)5
UN UG, U11 togethers s s
„NUp only
UG only (all carbons)
U^ and UG together
P P
RESULTS OF 5^ ° VARIATIONS
The A E values (Eh0M0_EL0M0^ were not affec'ted by individual 
changes in beta although some orbitals were interchanged. Small varia­
tions in charge s were noticed and are shown in table 6-1.
N C2 C3 H6 H7
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H 1U
r A9r A f n A ? A ?
-1-2 -.03 -.21 .12 .04 .01 .06 0 .03 .28
t
> II 1 I-1 • O .13 .07 -.10 0 .01 -.03 -.13 .14 .02
" “ *8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 6-1
O
Variation of Charge Densities with
O'
Varying has the largest effect on and
Varying has the largest effect on and ^
r &Varying U  has no effect
RESULTS OF U VARIATIONS 
H GOnly the variations in Ug and have significant effect on the
E values with changes of .12 and .2? respectively. This cannot beHOnU
accounted for.
The effect on the charge densities is shown in figure 6-1 where 
the values over the range varied are compared with the ab initio values 
for the charge on all orbitals on all atoms. Although the direction of 
the effect varies widely, it is seen that in nearly all cases the values 
used in the final SGF calculation closely reproduce ab initio results - 
the two extreme values used for U giving charges on either side of the 
ab lnltlo results. This indicates a rather good comparison of NDDO 
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C. Modifications of CNDO Parameters 
Most of the recent work on serai-empirical all-electron calcula­
tions has been done using the CNDO method. Many authors have experimented 
with the use of parameters differing in some way from the original CNDO/2 
formulation, some of which have been used in this research. A brief sur­
vey is given here of some of those experiments.
1. Pullman et.al. (80), in showing the effect of sigma and pi 
excitations for the calculation of excited state energies 
using the original CNDO parameters obtained poor transition 
energies. Two reasons were given for using the original 
parameters *
1, The success in calculating other properties
2. For comparison with non-emplrical calculations, 
since the method was originally parameterized to 
produce non-empirically calculated ground state 
properties.
2. Del Bene and Jaffe (84), determined that at least two modi­
fications must be made to successfully predict spectral datai
1. One-center approximated as in the PPP methodt
=*I-A. Two-center calculated by the Pariser 
interpolation formula as used in the PPP method.
2. Different resonance integrals for sigma and pi 
interactions.
ft* - i A
A  = 1 for 0" interactions
A  “ .585 for 7T interactions 
Note i the introduction of A  violates the invariance 
principle.
Tinland (8l), used the Del Bene-Jaffe^ modification in cal­
culating the spectra of nitrobenzene; poor energy results 
and the intermingling of sigma and pi states were typical 
of previous attempts.
Sichel and Whitehead (87), used modified(S values for G,
N, H and 0 taken from calculations on the corresponding hy­
drides. The parameters were calibrated to fit heats of atom­
ization. Good results were obtained in calculating dipole 
moment and ionization potential. These values are adopted 
in the NDDO calculation (calculation II).
Clark (82), concludes that the Sichel-Whitehead beta para­
meters are not suitable for the calculation of spectra. In 
calculations on cyclopropane, ethylene oxide and ethylene- 
imine the author uses the same modification as used by Del 
Bene and Jaffe/ for ^  AA but taking values for I and A from 
Sichel and Whitehead. The two center ^  AB ave calculated 
using a refined Matage formula;




A modified form for is used with the following justi­
fication given by Burns (92); the STO defined using Slater's 
rules axe not good approximations to the SCF orbitals at 
distances from the nuclei appropriate for bonding. The 
overlap integral calculated in this way approximates those
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calculated using SGF orbitals - in particular the slow 
tailing off of the latter is reproduced leading to gen­
erally larger overlaps. n crude pictorial terms)
represents the energy of the overlap density in the
average field of two cores A  and *() . A direct proportion­
ality to is therefore a drastic approximation. ^ut/is
given as
[3m v  - K/C
k is adjusted to give the best overall fit to the spectra 
of cyclopropane and ethylene oxide (“.78). A good ground 
state charge distribution and dipole moment axe obtained 
by Clark along with a reasonable interpretation of spectra.
6, Fischer and Kollmar (85), modified the core matrix elements 
H/4lf to give optimum values of heats of atomization, bond 
lengths and bond angles. A formula for V ^ similar to the 
Wolfberg-Helmholz formula is used which leads to a larger 
separation of sigma and pi orbitals (usually poor by the 
CNDO method, see section V F-3). Invariance with respect 
to hybridization is lost. The calculated ionization poten­
tial using Koopmans* theorem is lower than in the CNDO/2 




V«q O - 2 : 0  '- •0  J
k is chosen to give correct heats of atomization.
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7. Wiberg (86), In calculations on hydrocarbons altered the 
bonding parameter ^  and used a linear relationship between 
calculated and experimental heats of atomization leading to 
structures (bond lengths and bond angles) in good agreement 
with experimental data. This was done in view of the fact 
that the original parameters give good bond angles and 
charge distributions but poor energies and bond lengths.
8. Herndon (88), reduced the value for fluorine from 35 
to 14 ev to reproduce experimental NF bond lengths but it is 
not clear whether this single change will predict correct 
results for other fluorine compounds.
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CHAPTER VII
DISCUSSION OF NDDO VERSUS CNDO AND AB INITIO METHODS
The essential difference between ab initio calculations and semi- 
empirical calculations on large molecules is three fold} ab lnltlo calcu­
lations includes
1. No ZDO approximations of any kind} therefore all integrals 
are included.
-*r*-
2. Usually a GTO (functions with an 0  exponential depen­
dence) basis set.
3. Theoretical evaluation of all quantities,i.Q,, no empirical 
parameters.
Gaussian-Type Orbitals are used because of the inherent mathemati­
cal problems of Slater-Type Orbitals for more than two centers. The use 
of Gaussian-Type Orbitals makes it much easier to handle the exponential 
function, but then the radial (pre-exponential) part of the function is 
more unsuitable} as a result many Gaussian-Type functions must be used 
to get an accurate wave function. This, then, brings an additional prob­
lem i the number of integrals increases as the fourth power of the number 
of basis orbitals and one runs into the problem of organizing and handling 
an even larger amount of data. This leads to a problem of large amounts 
of computer time - several hours on a relatively high speed computer even 
for modest-sized molecules like benzene. In summary, there is the practi­
cal limitation in the difficulty of evaluating large numbers of integrals 
and the theoretical limitations implicit in the form of the wave function 
which is not flexible enough to recognize electron correlation. These 
problems are the prime motivation for seeking semi-empirical methods that
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axe of general utility and simplicity.
The NDDO method is the least approximate of semiempirical methods 
so far developed and, therefore, theoretically the most capable of re­
producing ab initio results. The method has been shown by Cook et. al.
(90) to be comparable to nonempirical SCFMO calculations using an ortho­
gonal hybrid basis set; i.e., the integrals thrown out by the approxima­
tions are equivalent to those that would be very small using an orthogonal 
basis set. The NDDO method is much simpler than the ab initio method to use 
but then one is faced with the problem (hopefully a lesser problem) of de­
ciding how to choose empirical parameters.
The CNDO approximation, based on the many calculations reported 
to date, seems to have many problems with general utility even though 
many results have been favorable. In assuming all two-center coulomb 
integrals to be anisotropic - i.e., no distinction between 2s and 2p 
functions - a severe approximation is made. Penetration terms are neg­
lected without much justification and dipole moments are commonly in 
error by a factor of two or more. I'Urther, since all exchange integrals 
are neglected, the energies of isolated atoms are predicted to be Inde­
pendent of the relative orientation of spins, therefore multiplets cannot 
be distinguished in open-shell systems. Also, the CNDO method cannot be 
justified on the basis of simulating the SCFMO method using orthogonal 
atomic orbitals as is the case with the NDDO method. The original CNDQ/
2 formulation generally overemphasizes bond strengths and does not give 
good orbital energy levels. It is generally concluded that the most hope 
for the CNDO method lies in:
1. evaluating the repulsion integrals more carefully
2. finding more suitable parameters
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Cook, Hollis and McWeeny (90)» have compared the CNDO and NDDO approxima­
tions toy carrying out a series of three calculations on water and methane:
1. reference calculations using SCFMO and SCGF schemes with all 
exact integrals included
2. exact one-electron Hamiltonian, exact two-electron integrals 
over an orthogonal hybrid basis but keeping only those inte­
grals prescribed by the CNDO approximation
3. same as 2, but using the NDDO prescription (including one- 
center exchange integrals).
The CNDO scheme did not reproduce the electron-density pattern of the full 
calculation at all well; for both molecules bond polarities were in the 
opposite direction of those for the full calculation. The NDDO scheme 
gave results in close agreement with the full calculation. One conclu­
sion is that one-center exchange integrals play a crucial role in deter­
mining the electron distribution and bond polarities in molecules.
Dewar et, al. (69), compared NDDO and ab initio results for a
j ,
series of C^ Hr, molecules with the main interest being the calculation of 
geometries and energy differences between geometrical isomers. Much 
general agreement was obtained along with a few great discrepancies about 
which several conclusions were drawn: in calculating deformation energies,
NDDO overestimates the energy changes, that is, predicts the molecule to 
be more rigid than the ab lnltlo method. 'This was partly assigned to the 
use of point charge nuclear repulsions in the NDDO scheme. Ab initio 
results predict bridged ions to be less stable than the nonbridged classi­
cal isomers but all semi-empirical schemes, including the NDDO, predict 
the opposite result. This discrepancy is related to the large number of 
integrals represent!!^ repulsion and exchange interactions whose neglect
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gives more weight to the remaining forces such as orbital overlap ef­
fects. Hence, semi-empirical schemes will generally favor the struc­
ture with more connectivity. For processes not involving connectivity 
changes, NDDO results agree well with experiment.
In looking at results obtained in this research, not enough CNDO 
results for furan and pyrrole have been reported to make significant com­
parisons. For the partial results from three calculations that are avail­
able, (73), (?4), (91) reasonably similar charge distribution patterns are 
obtained with a few individual discrepancies. The NDDO method with the 
Sichel-Whitehead beta values gives better orbital energy intervals than 
the CNDO results of Clark (74). The total energy results compare with 
those of Hermann (91)•
The integrals neglected by the NDDO scheme do not seem essential­
ly to alter the charge patterns obtained by the ab initio method. The 
order and symmetry of occupied molecular orbitals agrees well with ab 
initio results but the absolute value of orbital levels is somewhat higher 




A direct comparison of two semiempirical methods - the PPP and 
the NDDO - on nearly opposite ends of the spectrum of methods has been 
made along with comparisons with results of other research using differ­
ent methods. The pi-electron approximation has been shown, in some de­
tail, to work poorly for heterocyclic compounds while the NDDO method is 
shown to be a viable one for predicting ground-state electronic proper­
ties for the same compounds. This work represents the first known 
research using the least approximate of all semiempirical methods on 
molecules larger than - the results are extremely encouraging and
compare favorably to ab initio results. In any case, the groundwork is 
laid for further research into the use of the NDDO method for predicting 
ground-state properties and extending it to predict spectral transitions.
In the PPP calculations, many attempts were made to vary para­
meters and use alternate formulas for the resonance and coulomb integrals 
In an effort to predict ground-state properties and excited-state energies. 
These results, as well as the results of many other authors, were begin­
ning to show the gross inadequacies of any method based on a rigid core 
assumption coupled with additional severe approximations leading to the 
neglect of a large number of integrals. Attempts were made, with some 
success, to account for core polarization which led to improved and more 
realistic ground-state results, but still leaving it impossible to calcu­
late spectra.
In summary, the problems are several. Without attempting to 
account for core polarization l) none of -the several formulas for resonance
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and coulomb integrals seemed especially adequate; 2) no set of para­
meters over a wide range could predict consistently good excited-state 
energies; 3) relative and p  carbon charges are in contrast to those 
expected chemically and those predicted by all other methods. A quali­
tative inclusion of core polarization gave more realistic ground-state 
properties but still could not consistently predict excited-state 
energies.
The PPP method seems to be limited in success to the calculation 
of trends among alternate hydrocarbons without heteroatoms, the problem 
being worse if the heteroatom contributes more than one electron to the 
aromatic ring.
Theoretically, the NDDO method should work better than not only 
the PPP method, but better than all other semiempirical methods because 
of relatively fewer severe approximations. The results of this research 
strongly indicate that this may well be the case. In general, the method 
seems to correctly account for core polarization, predict good ground- 
state properties and can be justified (in terms of the integrals neglec­
ted) by comparison to calculations using an orthogonalized atomic orbital 
basis set.
Specifically, the method
- predicts charge migration (hybridization) in good agreement 
with ab initio results for furan and pyrrole
- correctly predicts two-way charge transfer for heteroatoms
- correctly predicts the relative charge on the cM> and {2 
carbon atoms
- predicts dipole moments in good agreement with experimental 
values
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- predicts dipole moments better than ab initio calculations 
for pyrrole and furan
- predicts bond populations in good agreement with ab Initio 
results
- correctly predicts the relative diene nature of furan as com­
pared to pyrrole
- predicts relatively good orbital energy intervals (but gives 
poor ionization potentials as parameterized)
- predicts the bonding properties of individual MO's for pyrrole 
in excellent agreement with ab initio results
Given the conclusion that core polarization can be effectively 
dealt with, one is left with the problem of accounting for electron cor­
relation,* In semiempirical calculations, one has the advantage (com­
pared to ab Initio methods) of being able to use empirical parameters for 
the calculation of integrals in a way that can best include correlation 
effects. Also, the method retains many of the exchange integrals (neg­
lected by other methods) which sure inherently connected with correlation 
effects and which also should provide a good chance of predicting excited- 
state energies. Further research should include this calculation for two 
reasons t
1, to see if the method can be parameterized to quantitatively 
predict results that closely depend on a correct (or at least
* The term "correlation" is often used in a confusing or mislead­
ing way when one is discussing semiempirical calculations. The correlation 
energy - as defined by Ldwdln (93 ) - is the difference between the exact 
molecular energy and that obtained by the Hartree-Fock method for a given 
Hamiltonian. In the sense used here, it usually means any improvement in 
energy that is gotten by using empirical integral values rather than exact 
theoretical values. However, this improvement still cannot yield an energy 
that is better than the Hartree-Fock limit as long as single-determinant 
wave functions are used.
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reasonable) account of electron correlation
2. to determine if the method can predict ground-state proper­
ties as well as excited-state properties using the same 
parameters - a problem that is endemic among all semi­
empirical methods.
In comparison to other semiempirical methods, the NDDO method re­
quires a larger initial investment in terms of set-up time, programming 
and choice of parameters - but, after this is done, relatively small 
amounts of computer time are required* (compared to hours for an ab initio 
calculation) to do a complete calculation. Further, the increased number 
of parameters required actually turns out to be an advantage in the sense 
that
1. each aspect (e.g. core, electron interaction, nuclear at­
traction parameters) of the calculation can be more expli­
citly dealt with
2. it is easier to study the individual results as a function 
of each parameter in the sense that with more parameters, 
there is possibly a more direct relation between the indiv­
idual results and parameters as compared to more approximate 
methods in which one parameter may directly affect many or all 
results. For example, the neglect of penetration integrals
in the CNDO method seems to be compensated for by the use of 
empirical parameters - but one is led (although good results 
can be obtained in some cases) to the same kind of dilemma
* To set up the integrals and matrices needed prior to the itera­
tive process, approximately 5 minutes is required. After that approxi­
mately 2 minutes per iteration is required, with 5 to 10 iterations being 
typical.
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experienced with calculations using the pi-electron approxi­
mation! certain effects seem to cancel or compensate for 
each other in a way that is difficult to study - the possi­
bility of transferring parameters from one molecule to another 
should be improved if the effects of each parameter can be 
isolated.
The calculation of ionization potentials (the worst feature of 
the method as used) should be improved by considering alternate approaches 
to the calculation of the diagonal core elements} namely, the core inte­
grals and the nuclear attraction Integrals.
The next logical extension of the method, beyond those mentioned, 
should be to systems including more than one heteroatom - e.g., purines 
and pyrimidines. Here, a correct account of core polarization would be 
even more important (especially two-way charge transfer in heteroatoms) 
and it is expected the NDDO method would do well for predicting ground- 
state properties.
The next area for study should be in the calculation of those 
properties that depend on the total energy. Although no studies were done 
in this area, semiempirical methods in general predict geometries (i.e., 
bond lengths and bond angles) rather poorly. This is due partly to the 
usual neglect of interactive (repulsive) forces. In any case, the method 
would probably have to be reparameterized to fit heats of formation as is 
done in the PNDO and MINDO methods, for exaunple.
The results are encouraging and should provide some new stimulus 
in what seems, from these results, to be the best compromise so far between 
approximate semiempirical methods and full ab initio calculations.
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